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Abstract
This study reconstructs the ice flow history of the eastern portion of the Keewatin sector of
the Laurentide Ice Sheet by integrating field work, remote imagery, and work by others. The
study reveals at least seven ice flow phases during the Wisconsinan, including ice streams. A
model was developed using inverse distance weighed (IDW) interpolation with GIS to
identify and isolate potential kimberlite bedrock sources in kimberlite indicator mineral-rich
areas in the Pelly Bay area, Nunavut. Kimberlite indicator mineral (KIM) data were
normalized by “peer size” to better understand how KIM grains from three kimberlite
sources are distributed within three size fractions of till. The IDW method successfully
delineated previously unrecognized KIM dispersal trains that were hidden within the KIMrich areas. The study also revealed that garnets reached their terminal grade at relatively short
distances (2500-7500 m) down ice from their kimberlite sources. Mg-ilmenite is the
dominant KIM in the area and Mg-ilmenite-rich samples tend to contain Cr-pyrope and
orange garnets, with lesser Cr-diopside and chromite. Mg-olivine in these samples ranges
from abundant to none. Mg-olivine-rich KIM in till is associated with the Umingmak
kimberlites.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

The Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) covered most of North America during the Wisconsinan
glacial episode, and reconstructions of the sheet during this stage have primarily produced
maps outlining its areal extent over time. Field studies for the most part have focused on
local to regional scale investigations of the LIS, and reconstructions of its evolution over
time using remote imagery have provided local to continental-scale interpretations. However,
most of these studies do not integrate field data, remote imagery, and work by others.
The LIS was responsible for the erosion and re-distribution of significant volumes of rock,
including mineralized rock. Till (drift) is a product of glacially eroded bedrock and is
composed of various rock fragments and minerals of varying sizes, ranging from clay sized
particles to boulders. Till may contain valuable material and it is possible to trace such
materials to their bedrock source(s) through till sampling, analysis, and reconstructing ice
flows that transported these materials (i.e. drift prospecting).
Kimberlite float was discovered in the study area in 2004, resulting in considerable mineral
exploration, including till sampling and analyses for kimberlite indicator minerals (KIM) in
order to identify areas of high KIM values and to locate their bedrock sources. To date
kimberlite sources have not been located for many KIM-rich areas. KIM-rich areas were
mapped by the writer who produced an ice flow history map of the study area for this
purpose. However, KIM abundance is so great in some areas of this study that traditional
methods used to view distribution patterns (i.e. pie charts and dot plots with GIS) actually
hindered interpretation of their distribution patterns. Therefore this study developed a new
method to clearly view KIM dispersal patterns in till in an effort to better trace KIM to their
sources.
This thesis consists of three manuscripts and a map; the first manuscript is an investigation of
ice flow history of the study area; the second manuscript is a new model that uses inverse
distance weighted interpolation with GIS to identify KIM dispersal patterns in the Pelly Bay
area; the third manuscript investigates distribution patterns of three size fractions for six
individual KIM species from three kimberlites in the Pelly Bay area using GIS interpolation;
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and the surficial geology map is of the Arrowsmith River NTS map sheet 56-O south. Each
chapter and the map are summarized below.

1.1 Chapter 2
The chapter titled, “Last Glacial Ice Flows/Ice Streams in the Keewatin Sector of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet: Wager Plateau- Lower Boothia Peninsula- Pelly Bay area, Nunavut,
Canada”, reconstructs ice flow history of the eastern Keewatin sector of the Laurentide Ice
Sheet in the Wager Plateau-lower Boothia Peninsula-Pelly Bay area. Reconstruction of ice
flow is accomplished using satellite (Landsat 7 ETM+, Spot 4, Spot 5) and airphoto (NAPL)
images together with extensive field observations and considering previous studies. Seven ice
flow phases are identified: earliest was a south-southwesterly pre-LGM flow; second was
northward LGM flow; third was northeastward with ice streams crossing Boothia Peninsula;
fourth was north-northeast representing the last major outflow; fifth was dominated by the
northward flowing Chantrey ice stream, likely a major tributary to the M’Clintock Channel
ice stream - >700 km long and >150 km wide that drained a considerable amount of ice from
the M’Clintock Dome and a large ice mass near Baker Lake (which we propose represented a
precursor to the KID); sixth was a northeast flow from the KID that pushed ice into Pelly and
Committee bays, as ice calved into Rasmussen Basin; seventh was a late stage north to
northwest advance that formed the 400 km Chantrey moraine system. The northwest flowing
Kellet ice stream existed during the last stage of deglaciation, and truncated northerly ice
flow southeast of Pelly Bay as it calved into the bay. Results are compared to ice flow history
reconstructed by others. Marine incursion and remnant Holocene? ice around southern Pelly
Bay are also discussed.

1.2 Chapter 3
“Identifying kimberlite indicator mineral dispersal trains in the Pelly Bay region, Nunavut,
Canada using GIS interpolation“ (in press) introduces a new method to model KIM dispersal
patterns in till because identification of kimberlite indicator mineral dispersal trains in
glaciated terrain provides important clues in determining provenance. Complex ice flow
history can distribute kimberlite indicator minerals so that dispersal trains are disguised
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within clusters of till samples containing abundant kimberlite indicator minerals. This study
uses GIS with inverse distance weighted interpolation to identify and isolate dispersal trains
within areas where large clusters of till samples with abundant kimberlite indicator minerals
exhibit no apparent distribution patterns. The method was tested in the Pelly Bay region
where many areas contain clusters of till samples with abundant kimberlite indicator minerals
and the method delineated dispersal trains within these areas. The study identified trains
ranging from 1.5 to 7 km long, with the heads of some trains ranging in width between 225 m
and 3 km. Mg-ilmenite is the most abundant kimberlite indicator mineral in the Pelly Bay
area, however, several trains with distinct abundances of kimberlite indicator mineral species
were identified that suggest the presence of kimberlites with different intrusive phases. This
study suggests that several of the dispersal trains originated from kimberlite dykes and/or
sills occupying northwest-southeast structures in the bedrock.

A version of this paper has been accepted for publication by the Geological Society of
London in Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment, Analysis, 11 (4).

1.3 Chapter 4
“Identifying glacial dispersal trains of individual kimberlite indicator species using GIS
interpolation in the Pelly Bay region, Nunavut, Canada” investigates distribution patterns of
individual mineral size fractions within glacial dispersal trains. Distribution patterns of
minerals in dispersal trains are poorly understood, however comminution and dilution rates
are important in controlling the dispersal of individual mineral species within trains. This
study uses GIS with inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation to identify and interpret
dispersal patterns for three size fractions of six KIM species. KIM dispersal trains from three
kimberlites in the Pelly Bay area were studied to explain variations in KIM species and size
fractions among the trains. This study reveals three distinctly different dispersal patterns
among the trains:1) a short Tuktu kimberlite train, 2) an “L” shaped Umingmak – 1 train and
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3) a long ribbon-shaped Beluga 3 train. The study also reveals where peak values occur down
ice from source for each size fraction of each of the six KIM species We conclude that KIM
reach their terminal grades at relatively short distances down ice from their bedrock sources
in the Pelly Bay area. For example, most garnet dispersed from the Beluga 3 kimberlite
reached their terminal mode by about 7500 m down ice. Similarly, garnets dispersed from the
Umingmak and Tuktu kimberlites reached their terminal mode 3300 and 2500 m down ice
respectively.

1.4 Map
A surficial geology map of the Arrowsmith River NTS 56-O south was produced by the
writer through field mapping, airphoto interpretation, and integration of data by GIS.
Fieldwork was conducted in 2001 and 2002, a GIS compilation of the map was produced in
2003, and the map was published by the Geological Survey of Canada as Open File 4281 in
2004. A digital version of the map is located in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2

2

Last Glacial Ice Flows/Ice Streams in the Keewatin
Sector of the Laurentide Ice Sheet: Wager PlateauLower Boothia Peninsula- Pelly Bay area, Nunavut,
Canada.

2.1

Introduction

Reconstructing the history of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) has produced several models
ranging from a single dome (Flint 1943) to multi-dome configurations (Andrews 1973;
Ives 1978; Ives et al. 1975; Tyrrell 1897, 1898, 1913). Most early studies and models of
LIS inception, growth, and deglaciation were determined from field observations, but
changed as airphotos became available in the 1950’s, allowing for integrated
reconstructions. Satellite images provided the next level of analysis, especially Landsat 7
images (e.g. Boulton & Clark 1990; Clark & Stokes 2001; Kleman et al. 2006) that
revealed previously unknown mega-scale glacial landforms because their scale exceeded
what could be identified through field observations or airphotos alone. The cost of
conducting fieldwork in the arctic is prohibitive to many researchers, thus satellite
imagery became an alternative to fieldwork. However, satellite images or telemetry
cannot yet provide direct measurements of small-scale paleo-ice flow indicators such as
glacial striae, grooves, or crescentic gouges; nor can they determine crosscutting relations
that are important to determining age relations among different ice flow directions. This
study provides a new reconstruction of paleo-ice flow history of the eastern Keewatin
sector of the LIS from airphotos, satellite images, field observations, and comparing work
by others.
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2.2

Study Area

The study area (Fig. 2.1) has one of the most complex Wisconsinan glacial histories in
North America, as it is proximal to three large marine water bodies (Hudson Bay, Arctic
Ocean, Gulf of Boothia), and contains uplands and lowlands, all of which played
important roles in ice-sheet evolution. The southern part of the study area contained the
Keewatin Ice Divide (KID) during deglaciation, and was responsible for significant shifts
in ice flow, especially during the latest phases. Similarly, the M’Clintock Ice Dome and
divide (MID) were located just west of the study area, influencing ice flow prior to
inception of the KID.

Landscape on the Wager Plateau (Fig. 2.1) is dominated by tundra and bedrock outcrops
(sparse in some areas), till veneers, till blankets, boulder fields, felsenmeer, and
glaciofluvial sediments. Toward sea water the landscape contains extensive areas of icewedge polygons, raised (stratified) marine silts and clays, and glaciofluvial sediments.
Permafrost is present throughout the area, with the active layer ranging .5 to 1 m in depth
during the summer. Rocks throughout most of the area consist of Archean granites,
gneisses, and supracrustal rocks. Outliers of the Paleoproterozoic Chantrey Group occur
as infolds within the Archean rocks (Ryan et al. 2009). Paleozoic platformal rocks abut
Boothia Peninsula to the west, and cover Simpson and Adelaide peninsulas, and King
William Island.
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Figure 2.1. Study area (red box) in mainland Nunavut, Canada with locations
referenced in text.

2.3

Previous Work

Several reconstructions of ice flow history have been done through field work in the
study area (Dyke 1984; Giangioppi et al. 2003; Little 2001; Little et al. 2002; McMartin
et al. 2002, 2003a, 2003b; Ozyer & Hicock 2002, 2006; Ozyer 2004; Tremblay et al.
2007, 2009; Utting et al. 2002; Utting 2004); others have conducted similar studies,
concentrating on refining the location of the former KID south of the study area (e.g. Lee
1959; Aylsworth & Shilts 1989; McMartin & Henderson 2004).

Dyke’s (1984) ice flow history in the eastern arctic provides a good overview of ice
divide and dome interaction in the east part of the Keewatin sector of the LIS. He
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suggested locations of the MID, Foxe Dome, and the final position of the KID, however,
he was unable to determine the southern extent of the MID and the southwestern extent
of the KID. For the MID, Dyke (1984) suggested that a “large glaciodynamic feature”,
located west of Boothia Peninsula, generated an east to northeast flow and two large icestreams (his Fig. 13).

McMartin and Henderson (2004) pointed out that crosscutting glacial erosional forms
have been widely preserved in central Nunavut, reflecting sequences of ice flow events,
and that “the most recent ice flow events have not destroyed all evidence of previous ice
flow directions”. They further concluded that much of the glacial landscape under the
former KID was from older flows, and that variation of directional indicators is due to
migration of ancient ice divide(s).

2.4

Methods

Several data sources were used to reconstruct ice flow history in this study including:
field measurements of ice flow indicators, GIS digitization of streamlined landforms, and
incorporation of work by others. Field observations were conducted during seven
summers between 2001 and 2008 in the Wager Plateau, Rasmussen Lowland, lower
Boothia Peninsula, Pelly and Committee bays (Fig. 2.1). Fieldwork focused on measuring
the orientation of bidirectional ice flow indicators such as glacial striae and grooves; and
measuring the orientation of unidirectional indicators such as crescentic gouges, nail head
striae, and lunate fractures, roche moutonneés, crag and tails, and other stoss-lee bedrock
features. Cross-cutting relations were recorded where possible to determine age relations
among differing ice flow directions. 3,300 small-scale bidirectional and unidirectional
indicators were measured in the field.
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Large-scale ice flow indicators were recorded by studying streamlined landforms (i.e. till
lineations, crag and tails, moraines) identified on NAPL air photos and satellite (Landsat
7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus, Spot 4, Spot 5) imagery. More than 18,000
streamlined landforms were manually digitized into vector layers using GIS. Till
lineations and crag and tails were systematically digitized (similar to Boulton & Clark
1990), ensuring the centre of each landform was recorded from one end to the other, thus
preserving relative sense of ice flow rates Orientations of lineations are assumed to be
parallel to paleo ice flow direction (Boulton & Clark 1990). In some instances, large scale
landforms (composed of sediment) cross-cut one another, providing relative ages of
landforms and ice flow events. In some cases we based ice flow timing on work by
others. Areas hosting numerous like-oriented till lineations and crag and tails of similar
lengths were grouped into flow zones, representing discrete ice flow sequences. Although
observed in remote imagery, this study did not include digitization of ribbed moraines,
lateral shear moraines, or eskers.

Field measurements within the study are important because they help us interpret
relations among large-scale ice flow features and provide details of ice flow direction(s)
in areas studied only in reconnaissance or where large-scale ice flow features are lacking.
Table 1 provides a comparison of work by others that correlate with phases identified in
this study; it may help the reader to follow the story that follows.

This study

→
Boulton & Clark
1990
Clark & Stokes
2001
De Angelis &
Kleman 2005

Phase I
pre-LGM
90 –70ka BP

Phase II
LGM N flowing
M’Clintock
Chan. ice stream
~18 ka BP

Phase III/b
b-Boothia ice
streams

Phase IV

12 –9ka BP
> 9ka BP

Phase V
Nward
Chantrey ice
stream
10 –9ka BP

Phase VII
Chantrey
moraine
8.5 –8ka BP

Flow set A; set 13
NNW MCIS
Fig. 13
SSW degraded
lineations

NNW ice stream
King William Is.
Fig. 3c

Dyke 1984

NEward flow
from MID
NE ice streams
Boothia
Boothia ice
streams

Dyke & Prest
1987
Dyke et al. 1982

Chantrey
moraine, last
glacial event
Fig. 13 Dispersal
from KID

Eward flow 12 to
9 ka BP
Eward flow 12 to
9 ka BP

Dyke et al. 2003

Fortier 1948

Phase VI
NNW-NNE
KID
9 –8.5ka BP

Chantrey
moraines
8.5 to 8.0 ka BP
Greatest Nward
extension of
Wisconsin Ice

NWward
drumlinoids from
west King
William Island to
Greely Haven

Table 2.1. Correlation of work by others (alphabetic) with phases discussed in this study. Ages are estimates from the
literature.
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This study

→

Phase I
pre-LGM
90 –70ka BP

Kleman et al.
2006

Phase II
LGM N flowing
M’Clintock
Chan. ice stream
~18 ka BP
Plate 38.7
M’Clintock IS

Phase III/b
b-Boothia ice
streams

Boothia ice
streams predate
last deglaciation
~9.0 ka BP

Phase IV

12 –9ka BP
> 9ka BP

Kleman et al.
2010

SSW
Garry swarm

NNW flowing icestream on King
William Island

Little 2001

Set 1 SW-NE
pre LGM
Schultz Lake
SSWward flow
Phase A

Set 2
355° - 005°

Set3
NW

Phase B

Eward flow from
a dome into
Keewatin 12 to 9
ka BP

McMartin &
Dredge 2005
McMartin &
Henderson 2004

McMartin et al.
2003a,b

Oldest flow
Nward LGM
Phase 1

Phase II NE

Phase V
Nward
Chantrey ice
stream
10 –9ka BP
Nward Lineations
S of Adelaide
Pen. Plate 38.7

Phase VI
NNW-NNE
KID
9 –8.5ka BP

Phase VII
Chantrey
moraine
8.5 –8ka BP
Plate 38.10 b
N-NE near Pelly
Bay

Set 4
NNW

N to NNW
erosional ice flow
indicators as far
east as
Kaminuriak Lake

Nward flow and
Phase E

Lobe flowing NW
toward Chantrey
inlet

Phase II NW

Phase III NNW

Table 2.1. Continued.
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This study

→

Phase I
pre-LGM
90 –70ka BP

Phase II
LGM N flowing
M’Clintock
Chan. ice stream
~18 ka BP

Phase III/b
b-Boothia ice
streams

Phase IV

12 –9ka BP
> 9ka BP

Phase V
Nward
Chantrey ice
stream
10 –9ka BP

Ozyer & Hicock
2002

Phase VI
NNW-NNE
KID
9 –8.5ka BP
Phase 1 NNW
Phase 2 N

Taylor 1956

Nward at LGM

Tremblay et al.
2009

Early phase N
striae on lower
Boothia
Peninsula

Nward Fig. 9
Greatest Nward
extention of
Wisc. Ice from
Hudson Bay
NE Phase 2

Phase VII
Chantrey
moraine
8.5 –8ka BP
Chantrey
moraine
Phase 3 NE
Phase 4 NNE
Taylor 1956

Phase 4

Table 2.1. Continued.
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2.5
2.5.1

Results and discussion
Phase I - Pre-Last Glacial Maximum

The earliest ice flow in the study area was toward south-southwest (Fig. 2.2). It is
represented by south-southwesterly degraded lineations preserved under frozen-bed (cold
based ice) conditions in an area approximately 80 km long by 55 km wide located 150
km south-southeast of Chantrey Inlet (crosshatched area in Fig. 2.2). We were unable to
associate our other data to this flow and we assign similar oriented bidirectional
indicators to later north-northeast phases. De Angelis and Kleman (2005) identified these
(south-southwest oriented) degraded lineations and interpreted them as a southsouthwesterly flow preserved under frozen-bed conditions, consistent with our
interpretation. Boulton and Clark (1990) identified similar south-southwesterly indicators
(their Flow stage A; Set 13), assumed they were older than other lineations, and
suggested that flow responsible for them was from the extreme northeast of Keewatin and
may reflect earliest Wisconsinan ice-sheet expansion from northern Baffin Island, or
northeast Keewatin. We were unable to determine the breadth of Phase I flow outside of
the frozen-bed area, but suggest the flow must have been substantial to form the largescale lineations. We concur with Boulton and Clark’s (1990) interpretation that ice flow
responsible for these ancient lineations is from the extreme northeast of Keewatin, from
either northern Baffin Island, or the Gulf of Boothia based on up-ice trajectory, and with
De Angelis and Kleman’s (2005) interpretation that these are relict lineations which were
preserved under cold based ice.

Phase A of McMartin and Henderson (2004) suggests a southwestward flow across
Keewatin, possibly as far north as Committee Bay, predates the last glacial maximum
(LGM), during Early-Mid Wisconsinan, or even earlier. McMartin and Dredge (2005)
identified a subtle west-southwestward flow in the Schultz Lake area (Fig. 2.1), but also
recorded an early south-southwesterly flow predating later northwesterly flows; their
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south-southwesterly flow agrees with our Phase I. A reconstruction by Taylor (1956)
depicts ice flowing southwestward from the Foxe Basin area (his Fig. 7). His direction
and source area do not agree with our flow trajectory from the north-northeast.

Figure 2.2. South-southwest flow of Phase I representing pre-LGM. Crosshatched
pattern represents an area of cold based ice that preserved lineations from Phase I
identified in this study and by De Angelis and Kleman (2005).

Recently, Kleman et al. (2010) identified two pre-LGM flows that originated in northern
Keewatin: the Garry and Aberdeen swarms (their Fig. 7g). The Aberdeen swarm
comprises discrete patches of till lineations more westerly aligned than our southsouthwest flow, and is consistent with the southwestward pre-LGM flow of McMartin
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and Henderson (2004), Taylor’s (1956) southwest flow, and possibly McMartin and
Dredge’s (2005) subtle west-southwestward flow. The Garry swarm, representing a
south-southwesterly flow, pre-dates the Aberdeen swarm which overprinted it (Kleman et
al. 2010). We therefore assign our pre-LGM Phase 1 to the Garry swarm as its orientation
is similar to ours. The age of the Garry swarm is likely 70 kyr BP (possibly as old as 90)
whereas the Aberdeen swarm is 40 – 50 kyr BP (possibly as old as 70; Kleman et al.
2010).

Others appear to have recorded an early southwesterly flow in or near our study area,
which we were unable to identify, although we suspect some landforms in our study may
represent flow from the Aberdeen swarm of Kleman et al. (2010). Nevertheless, our
south-southwesterly flow predates LGM, and may have preceded southwesterly flow
identified by others (i.e. Taylor 1956; McMartin & Henderson 2004; McMartin & Dredge
2005; Kleman et al. 2010).

2.5.2

Phase II - Last Glacial Maximum

Ice flow during LGM was toward north and north-northwest (Fig. 2.3). This phase is
identified by older northerly striae and grooves (recorded in this study) crosscut by
younger striae, and north-south oriented lineations (identified on satellite images)
between Chantrey Inlet and Committee Bay. North-trending bedrock forms and till
lineations on Simpson Peninsula (Fig. 2.3) are likely associated with this phase as the
southern portion of the peninsula is crosscut by a younger north-northeast and northeast
flow toward Committee Bay. Tremblay et al. (2009; Figs 7 & 8) recorded numerous
north-oriented striae on lower Boothia Peninsula (Fig. 2.3) and identified them as an
early phase by cross-cutting relations with younger striae. North-northwest trending
grooves in the western part of Figure 2.3 are assigned to Phase II based on the
assumption that flow diverged as it descended from Wager Plateau into Rasmussen Basin
and across King William Island, where till lineations and bedrock forms in the east
central part of the island (a in Fig. 2.3) are oriented north-northwest. Immediately south
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of this location (b in Fig. 2.3) the lineations are transected by a later flow where
lineations are oriented northeast. Thus, the later northeast flow eliminated most evidence
of the earlier north-northwest flow in that area. Similarly, northward lineations are
present on the west coast of Boothia Peninsula near Cape Sussex (c in Fig. 2.3) northeast
of King William Island. Southeast and south-southeast of location c are younger
northeast lineations, whose formation likely removed records of northerly flow
indicators.

Figure 2.3. Northward flow of phase II during LGM. Striae and grooves represent
oldest northerly phase determined from crosscutting relations.
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Phase II of this study is consistent with northerly flow identified by McMartin and
Henderson (2004; their Phase B). They suggested that if northerly flow is
contemporaneous with southerly flow of their Phase B, then it is likely the result of flow
from a dispersal centre or major ice divide in Keewatin - from their study area near Baker
Lake (Fig. 2.1) and spanning across Wager Bay as far east as Committee Bay. Similarly,
the oldest flow identified by McMartin et al. (2003a) was northward, and suggested this
phase may represent flow during LGM. Furthermore, a study by Taylor (1956) in the
Back River area southwest of Chantrey Inlet (Fig. 2.1) indicated ice flow was northward
at LGM. Tremblay et al. (2009) identified a northward phase as the earliest in the lower
Boothia Peninsula, and suggested that flow originated from a divide in the Keewatin
region. This study agrees with their interpretation, that northerly flow dominated during
LGM, possibly originating from a prominent dispersal centre near Hudson Bay or northnorthwest of the bay on mainland Keewatin. The north-northwest flows of our Phase II
agree with Fortier (1948) and Taylor’s (1956; Fig.9) reconstruction of greatest northward
extension of Wisconsin ice from the Hudson Bay area, interpreted here to represent
LGM.

Northerly flow during LGM is consistent in our area and appears to have been unimpeded
by topography, suggesting ice was relatively thick (McMartin et al. 2003a). It is unlikely
this flow originated from an ice-divide near KID, since the mass required to sustain this
dominant northerly flow would likely have been substantial. The ice-divide proposed by
McMartin and Henderson (2004; Fig. 12B) illustrates an east-west dispersal centre with
northward flow toward Boothia Peninsula on the north side, and south-southeasterly flow
toward Hudson Bay on the south side of the divide. Considering that a large ice mass
would be required to sustain a prominent northerly flow, it is unlikely the southsoutheasterly flow was contemporaneous; instead their south-southeasterly flow likely
represents a later phase. It is possible this south-southeast flow was generated by changes
in mass balance south of the study area, thereby initiating flow toward Hudson Bay.
Therefore, we interpret their phase B flow to the south-southeast as post LGM.
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Clarke and Stokes (2001) suggested northwest lineaments on King William Island (a in
Fig. 2.3) parallel the M’Clintock Channel Ice Stream (MCIS), indicating flow into the
central axis of M’Clintock Channel (Fig. 2.1), suggesting the lineaments were formed by
an ice-stream originating from the Keewatin Dome. They suggested the ice-stream was
active for up to 400 years between 10 400 and 10 000 yr BP. If the ice-stream operated
for 200 years with a velocity of 4 km a-1, it would have drained approximately 80 000
km3 of ice (Clarke & Stokes 2001), likely during a period of significant readjustment of
the ice sheet (Clarke 1994). If their hypothesis is correct, then the north to northwest flow
in our phase II may have been a precursor to the M’Clintock ice-stream.

A reconstruction by Stokes et al. (2009) suggested an abrupt change in ice dynamics
around 13 cal ka BP in the M’Clintock Channel, whereby westerly flows across
Storkerson Peninsula (Fig. 2.1) on Victoria Island were truncated or destroyed by a
younger northward flowing ice stream. They suggested this ice stream represents the
short-lived MCIS and was responsible for removing evidence of the ice divide that
formed the westerly flow patterns on Storkerson Peninsula. Their reconstruction portrays
the MCIS between 13 and 12.65 cal ka BP, but suggests it may have been active as early
as 13 cal ka BP.

De Angelis and Kleman (2005) noted several ice-stream swarms flowed along
M’Clintock Channel, suggesting more than one ice-stream configuration. Their Figure 6
illustrates two northward flowing ice-streams adjacent to each other on King William
Island. Their north-northwest flowing ice-stream in the central to eastern part of the
island agrees with our Phase II flow emanating from the Rasmussen Basin. We attribute
their adjacent northwesterly flowing ice-stream on the western part of the island to our
Phase VI. Kleman et al. (2006) suggested the ice-stream emanating from this area is a
type 1 topographically controlled ice stream. Ice atop the Wager Plateau likely became
stranded as cold based ice, while wet based ice conditions occupied the Rasmussen
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Lowlands and lowlands west of the plateau. Wet based conditions in the lowlands
coupled with transition from crystalline to carbonate bedrock in lowlands would have
provided prime conditions for ice-streaming.

2.5.3

Phase III – Lower Boothia Peninsula and northern Wager
Plateau

Following LGM, northeast-flowing ice dominated the south part of Boothia Peninsula
and the northern periphery of the Wager Plateau (Fig 2.4), originating from a dispersal
centre southwest of Chantrey Inlet. Evidence of this flow includes large scale landforms
such as roche moutonneés, stoss-lee outcrops, and till lineations identified in satellite and
airphoto images; smaller unidirectional indicators such as crescentic gouges and nailhead
striae; and bidirectional striae recorded in the field. Most of these indicators occur along
the periphery of the Wager Plateau. North of the plateau toward Rasmussen Basin, striae
are rare due to sparse outcrops; till lineations are the dominant directional indicator in this
area. Although northeast trending lineations and striae occur just west of Committee Bay,
we suggest these were the result of a later phase.
Phase III likely represents significant outflow from a major ice-divide or dispersal centre
in mainland Keewatin south of Queen Maud Gulf. The change in flow direction likely
occurred after a major readjustment of the ice sheet, possibly related to reduction in mass
balance south of the study area.
Dyke (1984) suggested a northeastward flow emanated from the M’Clintock Ice Divide,
including ice-streams. His reconstruction of northeastward flow agrees with ours, except
we suggest the ice-streams became active after initial northeast outflow. Evidence of this
is visible toward the northwest side of Pelly Bay, where northwest lineations (a in Fig.
2.4) were abruptly crosscut by an east-northeast flowing ice-stream (our Phase IIIb).
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Figure 2.4. Northeastward flow of Phase III after LGM.

McMartin et al. (2003a) identified a northeasterly flow (their phase II) and suggested this
phase was active during early de-glaciation. Their Figure 2 shows ice flow arcing
eastward as it approached Committee Bay. We suggest this curved flow occurred during
a later event (our Phase VI). Tremblay et al. (2009) identified a predominant
northeasterly flow event (their phase 2) on the Boothia mainland, suggesting it was linked
to ice streaming in the Gulf of Boothia. They identified this event with the vast majority
of macroforms on Boothia, except in the south. Although we identified landforms and
other evidence of this flow farther south than their study, we also noted a marked
reduction of indicators from this phase to the south.
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2.5.4

Phase IIIb – Ice streams across Boothia Peninsula

A change in basal conditions combined with flow across Rasmussen Basin and across the
carbonate substrate of King William Island provided ideal conditions for ice streaming.
As ice-streams made their way across Boothia Peninsula (Fig. 2.5), they would have
pushed Phase II ice into the Gulf of Boothia, leaving remnant ice atop the Wager Plateau
to the south. As previously mentioned, the ice-streams erased older till lineations, and
may represent rapid onset of streaming, causing drawdown of ice divides (Kleman et al.
2006).

Figure 2.5. Ice-streams across lower Boothia Peninsula, a represents earlier
divergent ice-stream; b represents later convergent ice-stream; c represents location
referred to in text.
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Dyke (1984) identified northeast flowing ice-streams traversing Boothia Peninsula,
including one near Spence and Shepherd bays, where he suggested a zone of convergence
and another zone of divergence co-existed. His interpretation closely agrees with ours,
although we suggest the divergent flow near Shepherd Bay was active prior to the
convergent flow near Spence Bay. Ice-stream a (Fig. 2.5) traversed both Rasmussen
Basin and Rasmussen Lowland before diverging upon reaching the upland area south of
the isthmus. The uplands at the northwest edge of Wager Plateau likely guided the icestreams along the streams’ outer (southeast) perimeter. Ice-stream b (Fig. 2.5) crossed the
peninsula at its narrowest where topography is relatively low and bounded by much
higher ground to the north and south. This ice-stream appears to have converged into the
isthmus as it took the path of least resistance, guided by uplands to the north and south.
We suggest the northeast flowing ice-stream a was active before the north-northeast
flowing ice-stream b. This is because large-scale lineations (identified on satellite
images) on Cape Colville (north of Shepherd Bay; Fig. 2.5, which we attribute to icestream b) conflict with the trajectory of lineations (from ice-stream a) due east, in the
centre of Boothia Peninsula (near c in Fig. 2.5) from this location. Flow from ice-stream
b would have overridden lineations that may have been created by ice-stream a on Cape
Colville, thus removing evidence of a’s existence.

Thus we identify two adjacent and penecontemporaneous ice-streams. We recognize that
long lineations on Cape Colville could have been formed by a separate, faster moving
ice-stream bounded by ice-streams a and b. Alternatively, ice-stream a and the portion of
ice-stream b north of Spence Bay could have been one and the same that was
subsequently dissected by an ice-stream traversing Cape Colville. The ages of these icestreams are unknown (De Angelis & Kleman 2005), but predate the last deglaciation
around 9.0 ka BP (Dyke 1984; De Angelis & Kleman 2005).
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2.5.5

Phase IV – Last major outflow across the Wager Plateau

Phase IV (Fig. 2.6) represents a major reconfiguration of the M’Clintock Dome, whereby
a shift of flow toward north-northeast dominates Wager Plateau. Lineations on satellite
images, and cross-cutting relations of striae and other small-scale field measurements,
define this phase. It is unlikely that M’Clintock ice was responsible for this phase.
Extrapolation of up-ice trajectory suggests the source of ice could have been near Baker
Lake, 325 km southwest of the Hayes River valley (Fig. 2.6). If this area was the source
of ice for this phase, several possibilities exist. A reduction in mass balance of
M’Clintock ice, due to rapid drawdown from ice-streaming in the Rasmussen Basin and
northern Boothia Peninsula, could have allowed ice from the Hudson Bay area to push
northward into the Baker Lake area, and possibly over the Wager Plateau as it readjusted
to fill areas drained by ice-steams. Alternatively, a major reduction of northern Hudson
ice could have allowed ice from a dome situated somewhere in central Keewatin to
readjust and fill the area once occupied by Hudson ice, pushing Wager ice northeastward. Ice from a dome situated in central Keewatin could have flowed eastward
through the Thelon River, Baker Lake, Chesterfield Inlet areas, all of which are
interconnected. McMartin and Henderson (2004; their phase C) identified a flow from
this area that paralleled the route just described. They suggested this flow represents an
early advance into the region from an undetermined location in the Northwest Territories.
Dyke et al. (1982) and Dyke and Prest (1987) proposed an ice dome existed >500 km
west of the Baker Lake area during LGM. McMartin and Henderson (2004) speculated an
eastward flow from a dome (of undefined location) into Keewatin occurred between 12 to
9 ka BP. Alternatively, they suggested their Phase C may have occurred during ice-sheet
build-up prior to LGM, or during retreat after LGM. The latter timing is consistent with
our Phase IV as is Dyke et al. (1982) and Dyke and Prest’s (1987) eastward flow between
12 and 9 ka BP.
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Figure 2.6. Phase IV last major outflow of ice into Rasmussen Basin and Pelly and
Committee bays from the Wager Plateau area.

As ice flowed north-northeastward across Wager Plateau it maintained that trajectory
until it reached the periphery of the plateau and the upland ridge extending from the
plateau northward to Boothia Peninsula (Fig. 2.6). On the northwest periphery of the
plateau, ice followed topography and descended into the Rasmussen Lowlands and into
Rasmussen Basin. The ridge appears to have directed Phase IV flow toward Rasmussen
Basin or toward Pelly and Committee bays. Evidence of Phase IV is rare south of the
Hayes River valley, likely due to erasure of ice flow indicators by several late stage
advances into that area.
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2.5.6

Shift in Wager Plateau Ice

A subtle, short lived shift in ice flow to northwest in the western part of the plateau, and
to north-northwest in the east and central part of the area is apparent in the latter stage of
Phase IV (Fig. 2.7). Evidence of this shift is rare, comprised mainly of striae and sparse
macroforms recorded from field observations. Striae between 300° - 340°, and 341° 350° were extracted from the dataset and are illustrated in Figure 2.7. Striae with similar
orientations near Pelly and Committee bays were excluded from extracted data, because
we attribute those striae to later, localized flow into the bays.

Figure 2.7. Subtle shift of plateau ice induced from a source near Hudson Bay. The
readjustment ranges from north-northwest in the east to central part of the plateau
to northwest in its western part.
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North-northwest crescentic gouges and chattermarks occur on the northwest edge of the
plateau, which may be attributed to either this shift, or to early Phase IV flow. McMartin
et al. (2003b) identified northwesterly flow in the western part of their area (their Phase II
West) and suggested it occurred early during deglaciation as Keewatin ice retreated into
Chantrey Inlet. They noted some northwesterly streamlined forms preserved in NTS
mapsheet 56K (Fig. 2.7), that are adjacent to more recent north-northwesterly forms.
They further stated the uncertainty of whether their Phase II West pre-dates or post-dates
their Phase II East as ice flow indicators from both phases are rarely observed together in
the same area. Little (2001) recorded northwest striae (his Phase 3) crosscut by a later
north-northwest flow, and suggested this may reflect a transitional phase as ice was
shifting north-northwest (his Phase 4).

We attribute this northwest to north-northwest shift to a relatively short-lived realignment
of ice southeast of Wager Bay, near Hudson Bay. Hudson ice may have flowed onto
southern Wager Plateau, pushing plateau ice toward north-northwest. McMartin and
Henderson (2004) identified large relict drumlins and crag-and-tails associated with an
older north to north-northwest flow, which we attribute to a large ice-stream discussed
next in our Phase V.

2.5.7

Phase V – Ice-Streaming

Just prior to early de-glaciation, ice atop the Wager Plateau likely remained in-situ
because it was cold based. Warm-based ice along the plateau’s west edge, combined with
low topography and soft carbonate bedrock of Adelaide Peninsula and King William
Island, would have enhanced conditions for ice-streaming. Satellite images reveal many
closely-spaced north-south lineations in lowlands west of Wager Plateau (Fig. 2.8). These
lineations appear to begin in an area immediately west of Baker Lake and continue
northward to the Adelaide Peninsula. We call this ice flow the Chantrey ice stream which
may have originated near Baker Lake (Fig. 2.8) where it initially flowed north-northwest
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before swerving northward approximately 100 km northwest of Baker Lake. It then
exited mainland Keewatin at Chantrey Inlet and Adelaide Peninsula, where it swerved
northwest, traversing the western edge of King William Island (Fig. 2.8). The ice-stream
likely flowed northward into M’Clintock Channel where it became part of the MCIS.
Fortier (1948) observed northwesterly drumlinoids extending from south of Simpson
Strait to the west part of King William Island, to Collinson Peninsula on Victoria Island,
and northward of Denmark Bay to Greely Haven (Fig. 2.1). In this study we were unable
to determine the western boundary of the flow as it entered Queen Maude Gulf to the
west of Adelaide Peninsula due to the limited extent of our data set. The Chantrey ice
stream would have been approximately 600 km long (from Baker Lake to western King
William Island) and at least 150 km wide. In comparison, the MCIS as outlined by
Kleman et al. (2006) would have been about 1,000 km long (from Adelaide Peninsula to
Banks Island) and 280 km at its widest point (Boothia Peninsula to Victoria Island).
Similarly, a reconstruction of the MCIS by Clark and Stokes (2001) indicates it was 740
km long and 140 to 330 km wide, with a presumed terminus just beyond Stefansson
Island in the area of Viscount Melville Sound (Fig. 2.1), although they could not
determine its upstream end. They suggested thick accumulations of drift derived from the
soft bedrock facilitated M’Clintock Channel ice streaming, not direct erosion of the
bedrock. They also noted the initiation zone for the MCIS was on the mainland and
coincided with the transition (down ice) from hard to soft beds. We suggest the Chantrey
ice stream was the main tributary to the MCIS at its south end.
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Figure 2.8. The Chantrey ice stream flowed northward, following lowlands west of
Wager Plateau, where it swerved northwest over the Adelaide Peninsula toward
M’Clintock Channel.

McMartin and Henderson (2004) identified persistent north to north-northwest erosional
ice flow indicators as far east as Kaminuriak Lake west of Rankin Inlet. They observed
north-northwesterly striations on the lee-sides of glacially moulded outcrops, indicative
of flow that predates the latest southeasterly flows. They recorded abundant large relict
drumlins and crag-and-tails associated with a north-northwesterly flow. Kleman et al.
(2006) mapped till lineations outlining the length and breadth of this ice flow (their Plate
38.7) and all but made its connection to the M’Clintock Ice Stream, which they identify
as a Type 1 ice-stream.
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Although lineation ratios within the Chantrey ice stream vary considerably, those on
mainland crystalline bedrock south of Adelaide Peninsula generally range between 5:1
and 7:1. To the north, on carbonate bedrock, the ratio is similar but lineation lengths and
widths are much smaller, while their abundance is much greater.

The Chantrey ice stream likely represents a significant ice drainage system of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet - draining ice, possibly from the Hudson Bay area, through
M’Clintock Channel, and to the northern periphery of the ice-sheet near Banks Island.
Our Phase V is problematic for those suggesting an extension of the MID as a possible
precursor of the late KID (i.e. Dyke 1984), as there is no indication of eastward migration
after this phase. If the MID was the precursor to the KID, then it would have migrated
eastward prior to this northerly flow. We suggest an area of significant ice mass could
have existed near the south part of Wager Plateau, which may have been the ancestral
KID. Although we cannot determine its original location or size, it probably extended
from Wager Bay to Baker Lake

2.5.8

Phase VI – Forming the Keewatin Ice Divide

After the brief northwest ice shift at the end of Phase IV, followed by ice streaming in
Phase V, ice began to disintegrate and thinned considerably. Pelly and Committee bays
were likely open by this time and receiving ice from Wager Plateau. The KID would have
become active at this stage as ice flowed generally northeast from the central part of the
plateau toward Pelly Bay, but the Pelly Bay uplands on the east side of Pelly Bay (Fig.
2.9) likely acted as a barrier to ice entering the bay from the west, deflecting it northward
along Pelly Bay. Ice flowing from the east-central part of Wager Plateau was likely
diverted eastward toward Committee Bay as ice from the west-central part of the plateau
would have pressed against the Pelly Bay uplands, preventing flow from the east-central
part of the plateau from entering Pelly Bay. In the western part of the plateau, ice
generally flowed north and into Rasmussen Lowlands, but likely was stopped there by ice
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stranded in Rasmussen Basin. Ice flow indicators (striae and lineations) in Rasmussen
lowlands suggest that ice flowing off the plateau into the lowlands may have been locally
forced to flow north-northeast. Alternatively, lowland north-northeast ice flow indicators
may be the result of ice flow from Chantrey Inlet where the ice-stream may have
continued to operate as Rasmussen Basin filled with water, which would have enhanced
ice streaming.

Figure 2.9. Phase VI calving of disintegrating plateau ice into the Rasmussen Basin,
and Pelly and Committee bays. Ice flowing northeastward from the west coast of
Pelly Bay would likely have been deflected northward by uplands on the east side of
the bay. Pelly Bay uplands would also have diverted ice from the central part of the
plateau eastward into Committee Bay.
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A significant volume of Keewatin ice would have been drained northward by the
Chantrey ice stream which, combined with eastward flowing ice into Hudson Strait,
would have led to collapse of ice sitting on southern Wager Plateau. McMartin and
Henderson (2004) suggested that, although the age of the southeast flow in their Phase D
is not known, it must have been from a divide that may have coincided with LGM or
shortly after; the latter is consistent with our Phase VI.

McMartin et al. (2003b) identified an early deglacial flow toward northeast, into
Committee Bay (their Phase II East). This northeasterly flow agrees with our Phase VI
flow toward Committee Bay. The northerly flow illustrated by McMartin and Henderson
(2004; their Fig. 12 D) is likely the same as our Phase VI, as is the northeasterly flow
illustrated in their Phase E (their Fig. 12 E). We attribute the northwesterly flow of their
Phase E to a later phase, our Phase VII. Tremblay et al. (2009) identified a late stage
divergent ice flow (their Phase 4), where ice flowed north-northwest and north-northeast,
and whose northerly limit was confined to the southern part of Boothia mainland. These
observations are consistent with our Phase VI (Fig. 2.9).

2.5.9

Phase VII – Formation of the Chantrey Moraine System

A late stage northward advance produced the Chantrey moraine system (Fig. 2.10), which
extends approximately 400 km from Committee Bay to Chantrey Inlet. The moraine
system and lineations associated with its formation were identified in satellite images.
Field observations were recorded throughout the area, and sections of moraines were
investigated in some locations (see Ozyer & Hicock 2002). Phase VII likely represents
the last deglacial event (De Angelis & Kleman 2005) between 8.0 and 8.5 kyr based on
the age of the moraines (Dyke et al. 2003). The advance appears to have resulted from
several lobes originating from the KID, which likely extended from just east of Wager
Bay (and possibly as far east as north Southampton Island (Fig. 2.1)) to about 75 km
southeast of Baker Lake. In the central to eastern part of Wager Plateau the flow appears
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to have initially diverged just north of Wager Bay, then about 70 to 80 km north of the
bay the flow appears to have converged. As ice in the central part of the plateau crossed
Hayes River valley it began to flow north to north-northeast (instead of flowing along the
valley). Immediately west of the Hayes valley is an arced end moraine that was likely
formed by a northwest flowing ice lobe. This flow may have been an ice-stream that
destroyed a section of moraine west of the Hayes River valley (Fig. 2.10), implying that
flow crossing the valley in the central plateau may have extended farther west.
Alternatively, ice within the valley may have stuck to its bed while the lobe sheared over
it. Furthermore, a ridge-like upland on Wager Plateau north-northwest of Wager Bay
(Fig. 2.10) appears to have diverted ice flow around it. McMartin et al. (2003b; their Fig.
6) showed a northwest trending flow (their Phase III) in the western part of their area that
appears to terminate at the Chantrey Moraine system. Similarly, McMartin and
Henderson (2004; their Fig.12 F) illustrate what appears to be a lobe flowing northwest
toward Chantrey Inlet. Little (2001; set 4) recorded striae and observed till flutes and
crag-and-tail features oriented 330° - 350° and suggested these were most recent and may
be associated with the KID 8.4 ka BP. These observations agree with our timing and
formation of the Chantrey Moraine system.
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Figure 2.10. Phase VII late stage advance northward, and formation of the
Chantrey moraine system. The crosshatched area represents relict cold based ice.

In the western part of the study area a northwest flowing ice-stream intercepted remnants
of the former Chantrey ice stream (Fig. 2.10). Ice in the eastern part of this stream was
responsible for several mega-scale forms and till plumes, some of which are 60 km long.
The eastern part of the stream seems to have diverged northward and flowed into
Chantrey Inlet. Between this ice-stream and the one to the east, relict cold based ice
remained until final deglaciation (crosshatched area in Fig. 2.10). Both ice streams appear
to have flowed around the ice patch along the western edge of the plateau (the western
stream was topographically controlled). Degraded till lineations are preserved where the
ice patch existed, and reveal several flow directions, one of which is our Phase I flow to
southwest. De Angelis and Kleman (2005) identified an ‘event swarm’ (their Fig. 5;
event swarm 67) bounded by frozen-bed cold-based ice on the east and west boundaries
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of the swarm and suggest the flow pattern may represent an onset region for ice
streaming along M’Clintock Channel and across Boothia Peninsula, but could not rule
out the possibility that the ice-divide and event swarm 67 were metachronous. This
swarm represents the ice-stream described here. They interpreted the landforms as
imprints representing a fast-flow band, which may have been an ice-stream tributary.
Although they were uncertain of the age of the complete system, they suggested the flow
predates the deglacial stage, preserved by a frozen-bed during deglaciation. We agree
with their interpretation of cold based ice to the east of the ice-stream, in which degraded
southwesterly landforms (our Phase I) are preserved, but not with their suggestion that
flow from the ice-stream predates deglaciation. Our study indicates the ice stream
overprinted north trending lineations towards its apparent terminus. We attribute the
northerly lineations to the Chantrey ice stream of our Phase V. Alternatively, if the icestream was preserved by frozen-bed conditions, then the overprinted northerly lineations
would likely have formed during our Phase II.

South of Committee Bay a northwest to north-northwest flowing ice-stream traversed the
Rae Isthmus (Dredge 2000). Dredge (2000) investigated dispersal trains from this icestream which followed the lowlands and onto Melville Peninsula to the east, where the
dispersal train crosses both uplands and lowlands.

2.5.10

Pelly Bay

Abundant detailed data were collected south of Pelly Bay, so we now reconstruct the
final stage of deglaciation south of Pelly Bay which was controlled by topography.
Northeastward flowing ice from Phase VI entered the southwest part of Pelly Bay, but
southeast of the bay ice continued northeastward until it reached the Pelly Bay uplands
where it was deflected eastward toward Committee Bay. Ice continued to calve into the
southwest part of the bay, but the northeastward flowing ice (southeast of the bay; a in
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Fig. 2.11) became stranded, and was subsequently intercepted by northerly flow (b in Fig.
2.11), which in turn was cross-cut by the northwestward flowing Kellet ice stream (Fig.
2.11). The ice stream forced ice flowing northward in the Nurraqsiurvik River valley to
be assimilated into the ice-stream about 10 km south of the bay (c in Fig. 2.11).
Approximately 8 km west of the Nurraqsiurvik River ice was diverted northnorthwestward around a topographic high and into the Niagurnaarjuk River valley (d in
Fig. 2.11), where it flowed northward into the bay.
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Figure 2.11. Localized ice flow and ice-streaming south of Pelly Bay.

The Kellet ice stream, which originated in the Kellet River/Cameron Lake area southeast
of Pelly Bay was at least 22 km long and 5 km wide at its head, and became constricted
as it passed though a 3 km topographic low about 15 km southwest of the bay (e in Fig.
2.11). The ice stream is represented by abundant northwest oriented striae, sculpted
bedrock forms such as crag and tails, and sparse lineations. Most of the topographic low
is infilled with glaciofluvial sediments, and its eastern boundary is sharp, and may
represent a northwest oriented bedrock structure.
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2.5.11

Pelly Bay Badlands

In the southwest part of the Pelly Bay lowland, an area approximately 300 km2 is covered
with raised silt and clay glaciomarine deposits up to 100 m a.s.l. These deposits have
been eroded and gullied into badland topography, especially along river valleys. Ozyer
and Hicock (2006) measured glaciomarine deposits from 92 to 143 m a.s.l. along the
Hayes River, 150 to 202 m a.s.l along the Murchison River in NTS mapsheet 56-N, 208
to 223 m a.s.l. along the Arrowsmith River, and 182 m a.s.l. along the Kellet River in
NTS mapsheet 56-O. Elevations of these deposits are below the maximum paleo-marine
limit of 255 m a.s.l. (Giangioppi et al. 2003). In 2005 Ozyer identified concretions
bearing well preserved skeletal remains of fish in the glaciomarine deposits. These
sediments were deposited immediately following deglaciation as Pelly Bay became icefree and the crust remained glacioisostatically depressed. During this time ample silt and
clay sized particles from the decaying ice sheet settled to the bottom of ancestral Pelly
Bay where they became stratified (Ozyer & Hicock 2006).

2.5.12

Remnant Holocene? Ice

In 2006 we investigated ice exposed below glaciofluvial sediments (Fig. 2.12). The ice is
southwest of Pelly Bay and we suspect it is relict Holocene ice, which had become
stranded within a deeply incised valley. If the ice was stranded, it may have been left
behind as a remnant, stagnant slab of sheared basal ice that was subsequently overridden
by active wet based ice. The ice contains shear planes that rise northeastward toward
Pelly Bay, consistent with our Phase VI flow. The ice has been eroded by water and
glaciofluvial sediments. Several sets of topsets and foresets about 10 m thick were
deposited over the ice, and some sets subsequently covered by finer sediments. A study
of these sediments could reveal details of the last stages of deglaciation in the area.
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Figure 2.12. Buried Holocene? ice overlain by a series of topsets and foresets. Note
person for scale. (Photo by Tom Carpenter)

Although the ice appears white in the photograph (Fig. 2.12), it is colourless (with
exposed areas coated in fine sediments) and contains fine sediments in its shear planes.
The ice also contains small air pockets, which may reveal atmospheric conditions during
time of ice formation. A significant amount of buried ice may exist in this area of
glaciofluvial sediments. Several large lakes occur nearby that may represent melt-out of
Holocene ice beneath the sediments.
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2.6

Conclusions

Seven ice flow phases are identified from a comprehensive study of field measurements
of ice flow indicators; GIS digitization of lineations identified on Landsat 7, Spot 4, Spot
5, and NAPL airphotos.

The earliest phase (I) was south-southeast, likely originating in northern Baffin Island or
the Gulf of Boothia. This phase represents pre-LGM and may have preceded
southwesterly flow identified by others. Phase II was northerly flow during LGM.
Following LGM, ice flowed northeastward across Boothia and Simpson peninsulas
(Phase III), producing eastward ice-streaming across the lower part of Boothia Peninsula.
The last major outflow (Phase IV) was northeastward as an upland ridge on lower
Boothia Peninsula deflected ice eastward into Pelly Bay and westward into Rasmussen
Basin. A subtle northwest shift occurred late during Phase IV as recorded by striae and
sparse macroforms.

The northward flowing Chantrey ice stream dominated Phase V, which likely resulted
from build-up of a large mass of ice just west of Baker Lake. We suggest that ice flowing
into the study area during this phase was the precursor to the KID. The ice-stream
followed lowlands west of the Wager Plateau, with relict, cold-based ice atop the plateau
possibly directing the ice-stream northward, draining a significant volume of ice
northward into McClintock Channel, towards the periphery of the ice sheet near Banks
Island. The Chantry ice stream was likely a major tributary of the MCIS.

During Phase VI ice began to disintegrate and the KID became active, pushing ice from
the Wager Plateau into Pelly and Committee bays. Ice generally flowed northeast toward
Pelly Bay but uplands on the east side of the bay acted as a barrier, deflecting ice
northward along Pelly Bay. Northeast flowing ice that did not intersect the uplands was
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diverted eastward toward Committee Bay. Ice on the northwestern periphery of the
plateau flowed into Rasmussen Basin, where it likely stopped due to ice filling the basin.

A late stage advance (Phase VII) into the area from the KID formed the Chantrey
moraine system, a 400 km wide series of moraines generally oriented east-west. During
this phase several ice-streams likely operated in the west part of our area. At least two of
these streams flowed around an area of cold based ice that preserved lineations from
Phase I.

Following the main ice flow phases were localized flows, such as those entering Pelly
Bay, where the Kellet ice stream crosscut northeast flowing ice and assimilated
northward flowing ice to the west. Upon opening of the bays the crust was still depressed
which allowed incursion of sea water into which silt and clay were deposited, forming
vast areas of thick laminated sediments now raised above sea level due to glacioisostatic
rebound.

Finally, remnant buried Holocene? ice is preserved under a thick package of glaciofluvial
sediments. The ice contains silt-filled shear planes that rise toward Pelly Bay and appears
to have been stranded as a stagnant slab as active ice overrode it before sediments
covered it. It is uncertain how long the ice will remain with rising regional temperatures,
and the authors recommend the ice be studied in detail to determine paleo-climate and
age.
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Chapter 3

3

Identifying kimberlite indicator mineral dispersal trains
in the Pelly Bay region, Nunavut, Canada using GIS
interpolation

3.1

Introduction

The collection of till samples for indicator mineral analyses and tracing of heavy mineral
dispersal trains (i.e., drift prospecting) is commonly used in glaciated terrain to locate
mineralized sources such as diamondiferous kimberlites (Jennings 1990; Averill 2001;
McClenaghan & Kjarsgaard 2001, 2007; McClenaghan et al. 2002; Lehtonen et al. 2005;
Stea et al. 2009). Initially, till sampling programs in remote areas consist of low density
reconnaissance- scale sampling, followed by higher density sampling near anomalous
samples. Till samples of 30-60 kg are generally collected where till is clay-rich, and 1020 kg where till contains a predominantly sand matrix (McClenaghan 2011). These types
of samples are commonly composed of locally, but in some cases distally, derived
bedrock debris. However, till collection is costly in remote areas such as the Canadian
arctic and indicator mineral recovery and analysis further increase sampling costs. Thus,
there is a need to extract as much information as possible from till samples to help
identify bedrock sources of kimberlite indicator minerals (KIM).

3.2

GIS in mineral exploration

Diamond exploration involves multiple steps to locate diamondiferous kimberlite in
glaciated terrain. Such steps include determining the ice flow history, till sample
collection and analyses, and data interpretation to identify anomalies. Numerous
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geostatistical methods are available to determine if anomalous patterns exist in the data.
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) can be used to analyze and integrate indicator
mineral abundance data spatially to produce images that can be visually interpreted.

Several simple methods are commonly used to visualize till geochemical data using GIS
(e.g., Harris et al. 2000). These include the use of size proportional dot plots and pie
charts. Proportional dot maps are often used to visualize till geochemical data (e.g. Harris
2006) and can provide a quick overview of regional distribution patterns (e.g. Harris &
Bonham-Carter 2003; Wilkinson et al. 2006). Symbols used in dot plots are usually
ranked in size using percentile divisions (Wilkinson et al. 2006) or size proportioned
using log normalization. Pie chart maps are similar to dot maps and can be used to show
the relative abundance of KIM species within a sample combined with KIM quantity (e.g.
McClenaghan & Kjarsgaard 2007). The use of pie charts to visually display multimineral species data is simple, but in many cases, relationships between samples or ice
flow patterns are not apparent.

3.3

GIS interpolation methods

GIS are important tools in mineral exploration to interpret till geochemical or indicator
mineral abundance data. GIS provide methods (i.e., kriging, Inverse Distance Weighted
(IDW), spline) to interpolate numerical data (i.e., element concentrations) and produce
images that show spatial distribution of data between sample points. These methods can
be useful to identify directional effects resulting from glacial dispersal (Harris 2006).
Kriging is often used to emphasize regional geochemical patterns by generating
interpolated geochemical maps (Wilkinson et al. 2006). In mineral exploration, kriging
can be applied to till geochemical data to display and identify areas with elevated
concentrations, which may indicate proximity to a mineralized source.
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The spline method does not work well for closely spaced data points (i.e. <1 km apart)
having extreme differences in values, which is often the case with KIM data. Similar to
kriging, the IDW method is used to generate geological interpolation maps from
geochemical data for till, soil, and water samples (e.g. Lima et al. 2008). Though similar,
IDW provides the user with more control over the influence of distance, which is not
available with kriging or spline methods.

This paper introduces an alternative method (IDW) to interpret KIM abundance data for
till samples using GIS interpolation software which, in conjunction with ice flow data,
helps to isolate KIM glacial dispersal trains in hopes of finding their bedrock sources.
Additionally, this paper illustrates the distribution of KIM in till the Pelly Bay area from
data acquired from recently released mineral exploration assessment reports (i.e. Anonby
et al. 2006; Ozyer & Vanderspiegel 2007a, b).

3.4

Study area

The study area is located immediately south of Pelly Bay, Nunavut in the Canadian
Arctic (Fig. 3.1). The Pelly Bay region hosts one of Canada’s newest kimberlite fields
where, to date, more than 25 kimberlite bodies have been discovered (Diamonds North
Resources Ltd. 2008; Indicator Minerals Inc. 2007). In 2004, Diamonds North Resources
Ltd. discovered kimberlite float in the Pelly Bay area, which led to a claim staking rush
similar to that in the Lac de Gras area of the Northwest Territories, Canada, in the 1990s
(Pell 1997). Intense exploration in 2005 led to the discovery of the Umingmak – 1
kimberlite pipe, the first in the region, discovered by a till sampler during high density till
sampling.
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South of Pelly Bay, an area approximately 50 by 100 km oriented northeast-southwest
hosts many KIM dispersal trains and areas with both large and small discrete clusters of
KIM in till. KIM till dispersal trains are associated with kimberlites in some areas (i.e.,
Umingmak), however, numerous areas with high KIM counts in till have no known
bedrock source identified to date. It is likely that a complex sequence of ice flows in the
region redistributed what may have been discrete KIM dispersal trains in till.
Additionally, postglacial marine incursion and late stage glaciofluvial activity may have
reworked till in some areas, thereby redistributing KIM into patterns less discrete than
ribbon-shaped dispersal trains.

Figure 3.1. Location and bedrock geology of the Pelly Bay study area in northern
Canada.
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3.5

Bedrock geology

Pelly Bay is situated between the Boothia Peninsula to the west and the Simpson
Peninsula to the east (Fig. 3.1). The Boothia mainland is underlain by high-grade gneiss,
primarily Neoarchean metaplutonic rocks, with lesser Archean to Paleoproterozoic
migmatitic gneiss, Archean and Paleoproteozoic supracrustal rocks (Fig. 3.1). Outliers of
Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary rocks (i.e Chantrey Group) occur as infolds within
Archean rocks (Ryan et al. 2009). Most of Simpson Peninsula is comprised of Paleozoic
shallow-water platformal carbonate rocks. To date, no kimberlites have been discovered
on the Simpson Peninsula.

Kimberlites in the Pelly Bay area intrude rocks within the Rae Domain in the western
Churchill Province with modeled ages of 2.7-3.2 Ga (Hinchey et al. 2007). Kimberlites
immediately south of the bay are distributed within at least two northwest oriented
structures (Fig. 3.1). Phlogopites from three of these kimberlites were dated by Rb-Sr
methods and returned ages of ~540 Ma (Kienlen et al. 2008).

3.6

Surficial geology

Surficial geology of the study area is highly variable with till blankets, till veneer and
bedrock outcrops dominating the area 100 km south of Pelly Bay and beyond. Many
paleodrainage channels are present in this area containing sorted sediment ranging from
large boulders to cobbles to sand. Kames and eskers are present in this area, with esker
heights ranging from 2 m to more than 10 m, and lengths from hundreds of metres to
kilometres.
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Between 50 km and 100 km south of Pelly Bay is a transition zone where glaciofluvial
meltwater from the Laurentide Ice Sheet washed till, exposing many outcrops. Numerous
sand filled valleys, some several kilometers in width, formed in glaciolacustrine and
glaciofluvial environments. Till veneer is less abundant throughout the transition zone
than areas farther south. In the transition zone, till veneer is sparse in low lying sandfilled areas and in areas with topographically high bedrock outcrops. Eskers in this area
are rare and tend to be low in height (1-2 m) and up to several hundred metres in length.

The area between the south end of Pelly Bay and southward 50 km was subjected to
postglacial marine incursion, as were some of the larger river valleys such as the
Arrowsmith and Kellet rivers which were subjected to incursion much farther south
(Ozyer & Hicock 2006). Southeast of Pelly Bay is an area tens of kilometres in width and
length with sandy paleo-lacustrine plains overlying paleo-marine silt and clay.
Immediately south and southwest of Pelly Bay is an area containing considerable
amounts of stratified marine clays. These sediments are deeply eroded and gullied
resulting in a badlands-type appearance. In most places, the marine clays are >30 m in
height above the local landscape. Craig (1961) reported marine silt and clay deposits in
the area approximately 90 m thick. These sediments were deposited at the margin of the
decaying Laurentide Ice Sheet into a glaciomarine environment at least 8800 yr BP
(Craig 1961, 1965; Giangioppi et al. 2003). In some areas, erosion has exposed till at the
base of the marine clays, providing suitable till sample sites. Eskers are extremely rare in
this area, but several large kames, some greater than 30 m in height have been observed.

3.7

Glacial history

The study area was subjected to at least four phases of ice flow from the Keewatin Sector
of Laurentide Ice Sheet during the Late Wisconsin glacial period. The oldest phase
currently recognized is a northerly flow ranging from north-northwest to north-northeast,
related to the Keewatin Ice Divide (KID) 200 km south of the study area during the last
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glacial maximum (McMartin et al. 2003a,b; Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009). During early
deglaciation, the paleo-Gulf of Boothia separated Baffin Sector ice from Keewatin Sector
ice (Dredge 1995; Giangioppi et al. 2003). During this time, ice flow shifted from a
northerly to a northeasterly direction (McMartin et al. 2003a,b). During this episode, ice
streams flowed northeastward across Boothia Peninsula into the Gulf of Boothia (Dyke
1984; Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009). Following the northeasterly flow Tremblay et al.
(2007, 2009) reported an easterly flow (their Phase 3) to the west and south of Pelly Bay
and suggested this flow was a later subset of their (northeasterly) Phase 2, and was of
short duration. The fourth phase of ice flow across the area varied from north-northwest
(McMartin et al. 2003a,b; Tremblay 2007, 2009) to north-northeast and may have been
associated with flow from the KID (Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009). This phase is confined
to the southern portion of the study area with the exception of Simpson Peninsula where
ice flowed farther northward. Following the last ice flow phase, localized late-stage ice
flows (Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009) and streaming ice drained remaining ice into Pelly
Bay, creating a complex ice flow history immediately south of the bay.

During disintegration of the Laurentide Ice Sheet in the lower Pelly Bay area, ice flowed
in a north-north easterly direction in the southwest part of the bay, and northward
immediately south of the bay until intersecting north-northwest streaming ice originating
southeast of Pelly Bay. The streaming ice (A in Fig. 3.2) converged with the dominant
north-northeast ice flow approximately 5 km south of Pelly Bay assimilating northward
flowing ice.
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Figure 3.2. Ice flow patterns and locations of till samples used in this study (n=6089).
Location A represents an area of till samples south of Pelly Bay with abundant KIM
counts and location of north-northwestward streaming ice. Ice flow trends indicated
by black arrows.

3.8

Methods

In this study, KIM abundance data from mineral exploration assessment reports recently
released by Indian and Northern Affairs Canada have been studied. The KIM data
reported in these assessment reports are for till samples collected in the Pelly Bay area
between 2003 and 2006. Details of the KIM data and sources are discussed in the Data
section below. Figure 3.2 illustrates the density and distribution of till sample sites in the
study area. Locations with high density sampling are typically the result of follow-up
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surveys in areas where reconnaissance samples contained KIM. For kimberlite
exploration in glaciated terrain, ice flow indicators were measured by the authors’ to
determine ice flow patterns so as to better understand glacial dispersal patterns of KIM.
However, as Figure 3.2 illustrates, the authors’ study of the ice flow features for this area
did not lead to a full understanding of KIM distribution.

Where till samples were collected close to one another, it is easier to identify distribution
patterns of samples with abundant KIM, such as ribbon shaped dispersal trains aligned
parallel to ice flow. However, in several places within the study area, more complex KIM
dispersal patterns are present, with areas of samples containing abundant KIM displaying
no relation to known ice flow history. In Figure 3.3, data have been plotted using the pie
chart technique to illustrate the distribution and relative abundance of KIM in till in an
area south of Pelly Bay. Although the large cluster of samples with abundant KIM (in
Fig. 3.3) appears oriented northwest, there is no apparent explanation why the cluster is
distributed 6 km-wide east to west.

Worldwide, kimberlite pipes are usually small (<1 km) in diameter (Kjarsgaard 2007).
For example, in the Lac de Gras kimberlite field 950 km to the southwest, kimberlite
pipes range in diameter from 50 to150 m (Kjarsgaard 2007). Because of their small
diameter, it is unlikely that one kimberlite pipe is the bedrock source for the large area
with abundant KIM in till shown in Figure 3.3. Alternatively, multiple, closely-spaced
kimberlite pipes may underlie this area, as could kimberlite dykes or sills oriented
perpendicular to ice flow, or any combination of these. Distribution patterns of KIM in
till down ice from a kimberlite dyke or sill several kilometers long oriented perpendicular
to ice flow, is likely to mimic orientation of the dyke or sill where it is exposed. In some
cases, distinct differences in KIM chemistry, relative mineral species abundance, or
absence of specific KIM species can aid in differentiating between till samples derived
from multiple kimberlite sources (McClenaghan & Kjarsgaard 2007). However, the
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relative abundance of KIM species and Mg-ilmenite abundance patterns apparent in
Figure 3.3 do not aid in determining if one or more kimberlite sources may be present in
the area. Although it is possible multiple kimberlites may be sources for abundant KIM in
the cluster in Figure 3.3, KIM from single or multiple sources may have also been
redistributed by glacial or post glacial processes, such as glaciofluvial meltwater washing
away till, thereby modifying the original KIM dispersal train(s).

Figure 3.3. Proportional pie chart plot of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance
in till samples in an area just south of Pelly Bay. Ice flow trends indicated by black
arrows.
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3.9

Data

KIM data used in this study are from mineral exploration company assessment reports by
Anonby et al. (2006), Kelsch & Doulos (2006a, b), and Ozyer & Vanderspiegel (2007a,
b) and were generated by two laboratories. Overburden Drilling Management Ltd.
(ODM) processed and picked samples reported by Anonby et al. (2006) and Ozyer &
Vanderspiegel (2007a,b). The Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) processed and
picked samples reported by Kelsch & Doulos (2006a, b).

Samples processed by ODM (n=5063) were wet sieved to remove the >2.0 mm fraction
and the <2.0 mm fraction was run over a shaking table. The 0.25 – 2.0 mm portion of the
table concentrate sample was subjected to heavy liquid separation in methylene iodide
diluted with acetone to a specific gravity (SG) of 3.20. Ferromagnetitic minerals were
removed. Nonferromagnetic heavy mineral fractions were subjected to an oxalic acid
wash to remove limonite stains which could impede mineral identification. The 0.25 – 2.0
mm non-ferromagnetic fraction was then dry sieved into three size fractions 0.25 – 0.5
mm, 0.5 – 1.0 mm, and 1.0 – 2.0 mm and examined to visually determine the abundance
of KIM.

Assessment reports by Kelsch & Doulos (2006a, b) indicate till samples processed by the
SRC (n=1026) were wet sieved to remove the >1.0 mm and <0.25 mm fractions, with the
remaining material wet sieved into two size fractions using vibrascreens; 0.25 – 0.5 mm
and 0.5 – 1.0 mm. The 0.25 – 0.5 mm and 0.5 – 1.0 mm fractions were put through a
permaroll to separate para-magnetic from non-magnetic grains. The two sample fractions
were subjected to heavy liquid separation with tetrabromoethane (SG 2.96) and
methylene iodide (SG 3.3) to further concentrate heavy minerals. The heavy mineral
concentrate was then subjected to ferromagnetic separation with a hand magnet to obtain
magnetic and non-magnetic fractions. Samples were then subjected to Frantz magnetic
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separation to obtain final concentrates for kimberlite indicator mineral picking.
Standards, which were used to monitor the Quality Control/Quality Assurance of sample
processing and picking, are present only in the Anonby et al. (2006) dataset and data for
these QA/QC samples were not included in this study.

Absence of abundance data for the 1.0 – 2.0 mm fraction of till samples processed by
SRC limited the use of the SRC data to generation of KIM dot plot maps to provide an
indication of the extent and distribution of Mg-ilmenite in the 0.25 – 0.5 mm size fraction
in the study area. Only data from samples processed by ODM were used for the IDW
study to ensure consistency and compatibility between different data sets generated by
this one lab.

Six KIM mineral species in till samples were recovered and identified. Samples
processed by ODM were picked for: (1) Cr-pyrope garnet; (2) orange mantle garnet
which includes both eclogitic pyrope-almandine and Cr-poor megacrystic pyrope and
may include unconfirmed (by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)) grains of common
crustal garnet; (3) Cr-diopside (low-Cr diopside were picked separately and the counts for
this mineral are not used in this paper as they are often not kimberlitic (Averill 2009));
(4) chromite; (5) Mg-ilmenite; and (6) Mg-olivine. Samples processed by the SRC were
picked for: (1) Cr-pyrope, (2) eclogitic pyrope garnet, (3) Cr-diopside, (4) chromite, (5)
Mg-ilmenite, and (6) olivine. KIM in samples discussed in this paper may or may not
have been analysed using an electron microprobe to confirm their chemical composition
and hence their identity. We have assumed in this study that the laboratory has correctly
visually identified the KIM based on visual identification, and in the case of samples
processed by ODM, periodic checks with a SEM.
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3.10 GIS as a tool to isolate KIM trains
As Figure 3 illustrates, abundant closely spaced till samples can aid in identifying areas
with significant numbers of KIM grains, but the likely kimberlite source(s) of the large
cluster of KIM in till south of Pelly Bay has not been discovered yet. Therefore,
additional data interpretation methods were used to help locate the likely bedrock
source(s). GIS with interpolation software are powerful tools that can aid in visual
interpretations of KIM data for till. However, an appropriate interpolation method needs
to be selected based on several aspects of the data to be used, such as quantity and
distance between samples. Interpolated maps can be completely different depending on
whether a global or local interpolation algorithm is used. A global algorithm (i.e.
polynomial, trend surface) is best used to emphasize regional, lower frequency trends
whereas a local algorithm (i.e., inverse-distance-weighted (IDW) or kriging) is better for
emphasizing local high frequency spatial trends (Harris 2006). Interpolation of
geochemical data using IDW enhances directional trends as well as high and low
frequency spatial trends (Harris 2006) thus, applying IDW to mineral abundance data
may produce similar results.

The IDW method is particularly useful if no ice flow data or insufficient data are
available to identify ice flow trends. Ice flow trend information can be incorporated in
some interpolation packages, such as Surfer™. These types of statistical packages allow
for biasing by using a search ellipse in the direction of ice flow and can be adjusted to
accommodate the maximum search distance down-ice (Harris 2006). In this study, we
used ArcGIS™ with the Spatial Analyst extension using the IDW interpolation algorithm
without bias in interpreting KIM data to identify trends within the large KIM cluster (Fig.
3.3) and several smaller clusters. This study determines optimal adjustment of several
parameters available in the software, which can help interpret KIM clusters and reveal
their relationship to ice flow history. We analyzed data for several KIM clusters in the
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study area and reconstructed possible ice flow histories and interpreted KIM dispersal
patterns.

3.11 GIS parameters
In this study, the Spatial Analyst extension is used to generate an optimum raster image
to isolate and identify KIM dispersal trains. Parameters adjusted included: power, search
radius, number of points (sample locations), maximum search distance, and output cell
size. The term “points” in this section refers to sample sites. Although “optimum” inputs
for the parameters were established, they were optimum starting points from which fine
tuning of parameters can begin. Optimum input “ranges” may need to be established to
generate images which, when integrated with other data (i.e. ice flow indicators), provide
reasonable interpretation of input data (i.e. are orientation of elevated KIM
concentrations similar to ice flow trends. Thus, generation of several raster images may
be required using subtle adjustment of one or more parameters from initial input(s) in
order to refine images so they exhibit consistent associations with ice flow data. Several
different images may be required to visualize a KIM dispersal train because a single set
of parameters may not provide sufficient definition along the entire profile of a train.

The power parameter restricts the significance of distal data points on the interpolated
value; the higher the power, the less influence distal points have. The power parameter
value must be >0, and reasonable results can be obtained with values ranging from 0.5 to
3. However, we determined a value of 5 was optimal for our study because spatial trends
are better defined in areas having high till sample density (i.e. <1 km apart) and high
KIM abundances. Values of neighbouring data have little influence at the location of each
data point; it is between samples where influence from other samples is greater.

The search distance (radius) parameter was used to determine which points are used to
control the raster; the search can be either fixed or variable. A fixed search requires input
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of distance and minimum number of points. The distance parameter in a fixed search uses
map units (i.e., metres, kilometres), and specifies the size of the radius from which all
points will be used for the interpolation. The “minimum number of points” field defines
the number of data points used for interpolation, however, if the minimum number of
points are not found within the specified radius, the search radius will increase until the
specified minimum number of data points are located. In this study, the variable search
radius option was selected.

A variable search requires the same search parameters as the fixed search method,
however, it uses the inputs in completely different ways. The variable search method
requires input of the number of nearest data points to be used for the interpolation; in this
study the number of data points was limited to 5 in locations where numerous samples
were collected in close proximity (i.e. <1 km between samples). The maximum search
distance (radius) in map units, specifies the distance in which to limit the search for the
nearest data points. However, if the designated number of data points cannot be located
within the search radius, a lesser number of data points will be used to perform the
interpolation. Therefore, the data should be assessed to determine if the distance value
selected is suitable to adequately incorporate the number of data points selected. In this
study, 1500 m was selected as the maximum search distance.

Many KIM datasets for till have variable sampling density, where some areas have till
samples collected in close proximity (i.e. <2 km), while other areas, till samples were
collected at reconnaissance scale (i.e. >5 km apart). It is important to understand how the
sample sites are aerially distributed in such datasets, and how data varies (i.e. KIM
abundance) prior to interpolation, in order for appropriate distances and number of data
points to be selected. The IDW method may not provide acceptable results for widely
spaced samples because optimal results from IDW are obtained when sample sites are
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closely spaced (i.e. <2 km) (Watson & Philip 1985). Therefore, reconnaissance scale
(>10 km apart) data sets may require alternate interpolation methods.

In this study, the output cell size for interpolating data was set to 10. If the output cell
size is not defined by the user, the default cell size will be the lesser of the spatial width
or height of data points (sample sites) in map units divided by 250. Large data sets
covering 100s of km2, such as the one used in this study, should have a user defined cell
size which will provide high resolution at small scales.

In most cases, a raster image generated with ArcGIS™ using the IDW method as in this
study will require modification to the “Symbology” parameter of the image to generate
an intelligible image. In this study, a colour ramp that transitions from red to blue (low to
high values) from the “Stretched” parameter was selected as there is no option in the
standard menu for a blue to red colour ramp. The Stretched renderer enhances the raster
by displaying continuous raster cells across a gradual colour ramp and works well for
data sets having large ranges in values. The “Invert” sub-option was selected under the
“Stretch” field, which reverses the selected colour ramp so that blue will represent low
values, and red high values. In the Stretch field, several stretch types are available: None,
Custom, Standard Deviations, Histogram Equalize, Minimum-Maximum, and Histogram
Specification. In this study, the Standard Deviation option was selected because it allows
the user to determine the number of standard deviations in the dataset to be used in
generating the image using a colour ramp. Allowable inputs for the Standard Deviations
option ranges from 0.001 to 100; in this study two standard deviations produced
acceptable results. Increasing the number of standard deviations in the Stretch parameter
can aid to further isolate areas with high values into more discrete patterns. Thus, the user
may determine a higher or lower number of standard deviations than selected in this
study to produce interpretable results in other data sets to help further delineate KIM
dispersal trains. Another option available under the Stretch sub-menu is “Statistics”. The
Statistics option allows the user to select the data to be used to generate statistics for the
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stretched colour ramp, available options include: From Current Display Extent, From
Each Raster Dataset, and From Custom Settings. The From Current Display Extent
option renders an image based on statistics from pixels within the display of the current
display of the image; the From Each Raster Dataset renders an image based on statistics
from pixels within the dataset; the From Custom Settings allows for user defined
statistics. The From Current Display Extent option may be useful to delineate KIM
dispersal trains from within areas having abundant KIM values, as an alternative to
adjusting the Standard Deviation option previously discussed. The From Each Raster
Dataset was selected in this study to maintain raster image consistency at varying scales.

3.12 Results
KIM abundance data for till samples are typically viewed in GIS. ArcGIS™ is used in
this study to visualize data for samples with elevated abundances in relation to other
samples, bedrock geology, or geophysical data. Dot plots and pie charts are commonly
used to display KIM counts in till. Dot plots typically show distribution of one mineral,
with size (diameter) of the dot proportional to mineral abundance in a sample. Pie charts
provide more information than dot plots because they are divided to show proportional
abundance of KIM species within a sample as well as total KIM abundance (diameter)
compared to other samples. Figure 3.4 is a dot plot of Mg-ilmenite abundance for the
0.25 – 0.5 mm size fraction in till samples across the study area. Samples that do not
contain 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite grains are represented by a small x. The dot plot
technique is simple, revealing several northeast-oriented Mg-ilmenite trains. Figure 3.5 is
a pie chart of KIM abundance in all size fractions and for all KIM species in each sample.
Samples that do not contain KIM are represented by a small x. In Figure 3.5, many
samples with KIM immediately south of Pelly Bay appear clustered tightly together with
no definitive distribution pattern. The area 15 km southwest of Pelly Bay (Fig. 3.5) has
KIM dispersal trains that appear oriented northeast, parallel to the ice flow direction.
Notice the cluster of KIM oriented northwest in the western part of Figure 3.5, which is
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perpendicular to ice flow direction. Note the till samples with high abundances of Mgilmenite, and discrete clusters of Mg-olivine-rich till samples. The large cluster of KIM
immediately south of Pelly Bay is better viewed at a more local scale to identify
individual samples or discrete clusters (Fig. 3.3).

Figure 3.4. Proportional dot plot of raw (un-normalized) Mg-ilmenite abundance in
the 0.25 – 0.5 mm fraction in till samples south and southwest of Pelly Bay (n=6089).
Ice flow trends indicated by black arrows.
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Figure 3.5. Proportional pie chart plot of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance
in the 0.25 – 2.0 mm fraction of till samples south and southwest of Pelly Bay
(n=5063). Ice flow trends indicated by black arrows.

3.13 Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation
Figure 3.6 is an IDW raster image of the same area shown in Figure 3.5 south of Pelly
Bay, generated using the parameters discussed above using KIM abundance data reported
by ODM and adjusted for peer size. Adjusting for peer size is a normalization method
whereby the total number of KIM recovered from the 0.25 – 2.0 mm size fraction in a till
sample is divided by table concentrate weight (in grams) of the 0.25 to 2.0 mm size
fraction prior heavy liquid separation, then multiplied by 100 to report the number of
KIM per 100 grams of table concentrate. In this paper, interpolated grain abundances are
reported as number of grains per 100 g of table concentrate (TC). Alternatively, KIM
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abundance may be normalized to the weight of the <2 mm fraction of a sample prior to
sample processing and KIM abundance reported per 10 kg of sample weight (e.g.,
McClenaghan et al. 2002; McClenaghan 2011).

Figure 3.6. IDW interpolated image of KIM distribution patterns in the 0.25 – 2.0
mm fraction of till south and southwest of Pelly Bay. (a-e) represents locations of
KIM dispersal trains in the large cluster of till samples with anomalous values south
of Pelly Bay; (f) location of Umingmak-1 kimberlite; (g) location of the Umingmak-2
kimberlite; (h) Mg-ilmenite-rich train from an unknown source; (I) Mg-ilmenite
and Mg-olivine-rich train; (j) discrete train within the western trains; (k) kimberlite
location; (l) Tuktu 1 – 4 kimberlites; (m) location of two Mg-ilmenite and Mg-olivine
rich kimberlites; (n) head of 2 km wide dispersal train; (o) train with conflicting
dispersal pattern; (p) Qavvik-1 kimberlite, (q) Beluga-3 kimberlite; (r) DDN
showing; (s) Mg-olivine dispersal train; (t) GSC showing. Ice flow trends indicated
by black arrows. TC=table concentrate.
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As Figure 3.6 illustrates, the IDW process has revealed many discrete areas containing
elevated KIM abundances in till. The long axes of many of these elevated areas have
orientations parallel to ice flow (northwest-north-northeast) in the area. Blue circles near
the top of the image result from low sample density and the use of 1500 m as the search
radius parameter; sample spacing in this area is >1500 m search radius.

Location a in Figure 3.6 illustrates an IDW image of the large cluster of samples with
abundant KIM south of Pelly Bay (Fig. 3.3). Several parallel KIM dispersal trains at
location b are oriented toward the north-northwest, consistent with the trend of the most
recent ice flow across the area. Figure 3.6 also highlights an area with abundant KIM in
till (between d and e) south of locations a and b that is oriented east to west,
perpendicular to ice flow. Approximately 15 km west of trains a and b are KIM dispersal
trains from the Umingmak-1 and Umingmak-2 kimberlites (f, g; Fig. 3.6) and a dispersal
train (h) from an unknown source. In the western part of the image is an area with several
KIM trains (j-n) that appear to be oriented towards the northwest. This area is referred to
as the “western trains”. Location p is the Qavvik-1 kimberlite, where the image illustrates
a small dispersal train immediately east of the kimberlite. Location q (Fig. 3.6) is the
Beluga-3 kimberlite, where immediately down ice (northeast), the IDW image illustrates
a ribbon-shaped KIM dispersal train oriented in the same direction as ice flow. Similarly,
a narrow ribbon-shaped KIM dispersal train is visible down ice from location r, a
kimberlite formerly known as the DDN showing. A fan shaped KIM dispersal train is
visible down ice (northeast) from location s, where no kimberlite has been discovered to
date. Location t is a kimberlite formerly identified as the “GSC showing” (Sandeman &
Ryan 2008), the KIM train down ice from this kimberlite is short and barely visible in the
IDW image.
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3.14 Discussion
It is apparent in Figure 3.6 that KIM dispersal trains vary in length, width, and proximity
to other KIM trains. Below the likely genesis of the trains and relationships between them
is discussed with respect to ice flow history, IDW generated raster images, and KIM
mineralogy.

3.14.1

Cluster of Samples with Abundant KIM Counts South of
Pelly Bay

The KIM trains at location a in Figure 3.6 appears to form an “A” shape. This shape may
be the result of north-northwest streaming ice converging with the dominant northnortheast ice flow near a kimberlite. The eastern (north-northwest oriented) KIM
dispersal train (a in Fig. 3.6) is at least 4 km long, and possibly up to 6 km long and may
be the result of glacial dispersal by the faster north-northwest streaming ice flow versus
slower moving ice that formed the adjoining two (and possibly three) north to northnorthwest oriented dispersal trains (b in Fig. 3.6). The northerly flowing ice was
impeded by merging of the streaming north-northwest flow and the dominant northnortheast flow. These two trains (b in Fig. 3.6) appear to merge near their tails (c in Fig.
3.6) and may be part of a north-northeast train that also merges with the tail of the eastern
train. The north-northeast oriented train (c in Fig. 3.6) likely resulted from coalescence of
KIM dispersal train tails due to a late phase north-northeast ice flow.

The distance between KIM trains a and train b (Fig. 3.6) is 3 km. The bedrock source of
these two trains could be a single kimberlite dyke or sill oriented perpendicular to ice
flow, or a cluster of pipes, or some combination of these. The small east-west oriented
area with abundant KIM (d in Fig. 3.6) south of the larger trains may represent a narrow
(<5 m) east-west dyke or sill, as the abundance of KIM in till decreases to zero
immediately down-ice of it. Alternatively, the lack of KIM in till just down-ice (north) of
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d (Fig. 3.6) may represent an area where KIM-rich till was not deposited. The elevated
KIM abundances located at e (Fig. 3.6) may be related to this east-west KIM cluster, but
it is also in the middle of what appears to be a subtle north-northwest oriented KIM
dispersal train.

3.14.2

Umingmak pipes and adjacent train

The Umingmak-1 kimberlite pipe (f in Fig. 3.6) was the first kimberlite reported in the
Pelly Bay area (Anonby et al. 2006). Mg-olivine is the dominant KIM in till in the
Umingmak-1 glacial dispersal train, which is approximately 4 km long and up to 2.8 km
wide. The 1.6 km width of what appears to be the train’s head, suggests the source of the
Umingmak-1 train may be part of a linear kimberlite structure oriented northwest.
Approximately 2 km down-ice of the Umingmak-1 kimberlite (f in Fig. 3.7) is the
Umingmak-2 kimberlite (g in Fig. 3.7), which also has a Mg-olivine dominant KIM
dispersal train which appears to be at least 1.2 km long. However, few till samples were
collected down-ice from this kimberlite to properly define a dispersal train. It is difficult
to determine if KIM in till immediately proximate to Umingmak-2 are associated with
that kimberlite, or derived from the Umingmak-1 kimberlite. Northward oriented ice flow
indicators to the north and northwest of the Umingmak-1 kimberlite represent an earlier
ice flow direction, which subsequently shifted toward north-northeast. The northerly flow
may have been responsible for initial northward distribution of KIM from Umingmak-1,
with the later north-northeasterly flow redistributing the KIM toward north-northeast.

Approximately 2 km east of the Umingmak-1 train is a train (h in Fig. 3.7) with KIM
relative abundances that are much different than the Umingmak trains. This train is
almost completely void of Mg-olivine and contains Mg-ilmenite as its dominant KIM.
The train is approximately 900 m wide at its head and is 3 km long. Till samples at
location i (Fig. 3.7) contain approximately 25% Mg-olivine and therefore, are not likely
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derived from the same kimberlite source as samples located at h (Fig. 3.7). KIM in train h
(Fig. 3.7) appear to be spatially distributed northward and north-northeastward, and may
represent distribution by two ice flow directions similar to KIM distribution suggested for
Umingmak-1.

Figure 3.7. IDW interpolated image of KIM distribution patterns and proportional
pie chart plots of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance in the 0.25 – 2.0 mm
fraction of till around the Umingmak-1 (f) and Umingmak-2 (g) kimberlites; h
represents location of adjacent KIM dispersal train. Ice flow trends indicated by
black arrows. TC=table concentrate.
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3.14.3

The Western Trains

The western trains (Fig. 3.6; j-n) are close to one another (500 - 2500 m apart) and likely
derived from the same source(s) because train head locations align in a linear (northwest)
configuration perpendicular to the northeast ice flow of the area. The western trains are
closely spaced along a northwest-southeast stretch of 12 km giving the appearance of a
northwest oriented KIM dispersal train on the IDW image. The KIM trains are parallel to
ice flow patterns of the area, with individual trains oriented northeast. The western trains
are much shorter than those south of Pelly Bay. The northwest alignment of these short
(1.5 - 4 km) dispersal trains suggests the source may be a kimberlite dyke or sill oriented
perpendicular to ice flow. A kimberlite dyke or sill could explain variations in train
lengths between short trains as the width of a dyke or sill can vary along its length. A
narrowing (<50 m) of the kimberlite body, such as a dyke, will reduce the amount of
KIM available for glacial erosion and dispersal, thus reducing the length of dispersal
trains due to dilution in the till. A dyke or sill may not be continuously exposed at the
bedrock surface, this would result in the absence of KIM in till. It is possible that “blows”
along a kimberlite dyke or sill provides increased subcrop areas for glacial erosion and
thus greater concentrations of KIM to be dispersed in some trains. Additionally,
distribution and abundance of KIM within a kimberlite body may differ significantly,
adding another variable to KIM availability for glacial erosion and dispersal.

The use of IDW images alone to isolate KIM trains may not provide sufficient
information to determine the likely location of bedrock sources or relationships between
adjacent trains. KIM chemistry and relative abundance of KIM in conjunction with IDW
images should always be used to evaluate differences between (or within) trains.
Differences in relative abundance of mineral species and mineral chemistry between
trains that originate from a kimberlite dyke or sill may indicate glacial erosion and
dispersal of different kimberlite intrusive phases or different and separate bodies. Thus, it
may be possible to identify the location of different intrusive phases (based on variations
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in KIM types and abundances) and reveal which intrusive phase (if any) has greater
potential to host diamonds.

In the western area (Fig. 3.6; j-n), at least four dispersal trains have different KIM species
and relative abundances. These variations may represent different intrusive phases, or
variations in the parent magma in a single or different kimberlite pipe(s). Figure 3.8 ( j )
illustrates a discrete train at least 300 m wide at its head and 2.5 km in length, with KIM
distributions different than those of other western trains. Mg-ilmenite is the dominant
KIM in these till samples, followed in decreasing order of abundance by orange garnet
and Cr- pyrope garnet. Some chromite and Cr-diopside grains were recovered from the
samples, but no Mg-olivine.

The KIM dispersal train down-ice of the kimberlite located at k (Fig. 3.8) has similar
mineral species to train j, with samples containing dominantly Mg-ilmenite with lesser
orange garnet, Cr-pyrope, and chromite. Mg-olivine is present only in till samples
immediately up-ice and down-ice of the kimberlite, with one sample 1 km down-ice
containing only Mg-olivine. Figure 3.8 ( l ) shows the location of the Tuktu 1-4
kimberlites. The KIM dispersal train down-ice of the Tuktu 1-4 kimberlites is markedly
different from other western trains as samples lack Mg-ilmenite that dominates the other
trains. Chromite, Cr-pyrope garnet, and Cr-diopside are dominant indicator minerals in
this train; Mg-olivine is rare. The Tuktu 1 – 4 train is approximately 225 m wide at its
head, and 2.5 km long, similar in length to train j. The absence of Mg-ilmenite and high
abundances of the three other KIM species may reflect distinct mineralogy within one or
more of the four kimberlites. The head of train l is offset from the head of train k by
approximately 1 km to the northeast, as are the Tuku 1 – 4 kimberlites compared to the
kimberlite located at k. The offset of the train heads may reflect the presence of a sinistral
fault across the kimberlite dyke structure, or two different kimberlite sources.
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Figure 3.8. IDW interpolated image of KIM distribution patterns and proportional
pie chart plots of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance in the 0.25 – 2.0 mm
fraction of till in the northwestern part of the western trains. Tuktu 1, 2, 3, and 4
kimberlite bodies are located at l. Note differences in KIM species and their
abundance from the Tuktu 1, 2, 3, and 4 dispersal train compared to adjacent
trains. Ice flow trends indicated by black arrows. TC=table concentrate.

Till samples immediately down-ice of the two kimberlites located at m (Fig. 3.8) contain
abundant Mg-ilmenite and Mg-olivine, with one till sample containing a single Crdiopside grain. KIM in samples located 1 km down-ice of the two kimberlites contain
abundant Mg-ilmenite with lesser abundances of Cr-pyrope garnet, orange garnet,
chromite, and Cr-diopside. One till sample 600 m east-northeast of the two kimberlites
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contains a similar abundance of KIM. There appears to be two different distribution
populations of KIM mineral species in samples down-ice of the two kimberlites, which
may indicate the kimberlite sources have different KIM abundances. Alternatively, an
undiscovered kimberlite may be present >400 m down-ice of the two kimberlites.

The head of the KIM dispersal train located at n (Fig. 3.9) is approximately 2 km wide.
The train does not appear to have a tail in contrast to other trains in the study area. Till
samples at the head of the train contain KIM counts significantly higher than elsewhere in
the study area, which decreases to few to no grains within 250 m down-ice. Several
samples at the head of this train have KIM counts >10 000, with one sample >58 000
KIM (mainly Mg-ilmenite). Sample spacing within the head of this dispersal train ranges
between 200 – 300 m apart. This northwest oriented cluster of samples with high KIM
counts likely represents glacial dispersal of KIM from a thin but indicator mineral-rich
dyke oriented (northwest) perpendicular (NW-SE) to ice flow (NE).

Several samples within or close to the head of this train (n, Fig. 3.9) contain very few or
no KIM, creating discrete” holes” in high value areas of the IDW image. The “holes” are
located near location 5 (Fig. 3.9). Very high KIM counts (>1000) in several samples
adjacent to samples with few (<5) or no KIM within the defined search radius (1500 m)
creates a strong negative effect within high value areas of the IDW raster image, thus
creating what appears to be “holes”.
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Figure 3.9. IDW interpolated image of KIM distribution patterns and proportional
pie chart plots of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance in the 0.25 – 2.0 mm
fraction of till in the southeastern part of the western trains. Till samples with
abundant KIM near location n likely represent the head of a 2 km wide KIM
dispersal train. Till samples at the head of train n contain more KIM than in other
parts of the study area, with the sample nearest location 5 containing >58,000 KIM
grains. Ice flow trends indicated by black arrows. TC=table concentrate.

Three areas (2, 4, and 6 in Fig. 3.9) 1400 m down-ice of the large train head contain
several samples clustered together with abundant KIM counts. KIM in these samples may
not represent dispersal down-ice from the large KIM train head for several reasons. The
head of train n appears to align northwest with the heads of the KIM dispersal trains from
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the Tuktu (l in Fig. 3.8) kimberlites, and the two kimberlites located near m (Fig. 3.9),
suggesting a northwest oriented bedrock structure such as a kimberlite dyke or sill
underlies the heads of the trains. Similarly, the heads of the KIM dispersal trains located
at 2, 4, and 6 (Fig. 3.9) are in a northwest oriented alignment with the kimberlite located
down-ice of the two kimberlites near m, suggesting a second kimberlite dyke or sill may
parallel the area. Thus, KIM at locations 2, 4, and 6 (Fig. 3.9) may represent dispersal
from a separate northwest-SE oriented kimberlite dyke or sill parallel to the source of
KIM between locations 1, 3 and 5. The high numbers of KIM at the head of n, and the
three KIM clusters down-ice, are not distributed in a linear ribbon dispersal pattern as
would be expected with a single ice flow across a bedrock source with high KIM
abundance. Samples between locations 1, 3, 5, and locations 2, 4, 6 (Fig. 3.9), have either
significantly less KIM than samples at the head of n, or no KIM at all. It is possible that
Mg-ilmenite, the most abundant KIM, was glacially comminuted at such a rapid rate that
they may be present in large quantities in the <0.25 mm fraction. However, such a rapid
reduction in Mg-ilmenite size is not likely to cause the 0.25-2 mm size fraction in some
samples to be void of Mg-ilmenite 500 to 1000 m down-ice. Physically robust KIM such
as Mg-ilmenite would be expected in large abundances in samples immediately down-ice
from locations 1, 3, and 5, because two samples at the head of train n contain 2600 –
4600, and three samples contain >10000 Mg-ilmenite grains, with one sample near
location 5 (Fig. 3.9) containing 56800 Mg-ilmenite grains. The zone located between 1,
3, 5 and 2, 4, 6 where samples with no KIM, or with low abundance, may represent a
“skip zone”. This zone could represent an area at the base of the glacier where KIM were
not deposited due to basal shearing, or flow over an area of ice frozen to the bedrock.

Train o (Fig. 3.10) is located approximately 7 km northeast (down-ice) of train n. KIM in
the train appear to be dispersed northeasterly from a bedrock source originating near
location 1. However, glacial dispersal in this direction is not supported by ice flow
indicator data for the area. Furthermore, till samples close to location 2 contain
significantly more KIM than at 1, and samples between locations 1 and 2. There are 201
KIM in the sample nearest 1, with the following samples (in direction of the arrow
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originating at 1) containing 126 and 29 KIM respectively. A reduction of KIM
concentrations down-ice from its source is expected, due to glacial comminution and
dilution, however, at location 2 the two till samples contain 2,061 and 637 KIM,
significantly greater than the other samples. This high concentration could be due to a
peak in KIM down-ice from location 1 as the KIM are reduced in size with increasing
distance down-ice. High concentrations of KIM at location 2 due to grain size reduction
is not supported by the size fraction distribution of KIM within the sample at location 1,
or the two samples between location 1 and 2. The sample at location 1 contains 15 Mgilmenite grains in the coarse size fraction, and the next sample (northeast) only four KIM
grains, the third sample lacks KIM in the coarse fraction. Thus, KIM in samples at
location 2 likely represent KIM dispersal from a source different than location 1.
Alternatively, a kimberlite boulder with abundant KIM could have been entrained by the
glacier near location 1 and then disaggregated and deposited down-ice near location 2.
This scenario is not likely because the two till samples nearest location 2 are 180 m apart
perpendicular to ice flow.

The distribution of KIM down-ice (north-northeast) as indicated by the (ice flow) arrow
originating near 2 (Fig. 3.10) suggests dispersal from a source between location 3 and 2.
Samples containing KIM northwest and southeast of location 2 nearest the orange line
(Fig. 3.10) likely represent initial dispersal from a northwest oriented kimberlite dyke or
sill. The northwest alignment of these samples is the same orientation as samples with
high KIM counts located at the head of the other western trains, suggesting the area may
have several northwest oriented kimberlite dykes or sills. The source of the KIM anomaly
at location 1 (Fig. 3.10) and the nearby samples could result from splays emanating from
the main kimberlite structure. Train o is approximately 4 km long and 3 km wide at its
head, which is much longer and wider than other trains in the vicinity.
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Figure 3.10. IDW interpolated image of KIM distribution patterns and proportional
pie chart plots of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance in the 0.25 – 2.0 mm
fraction of till for a dispersal train from an unknown bedrock source located down
ice (northeast) of train n. Orange line represents location of possible kimberlite
bedrock source, close to samples immediately down ice from the line. Beige arrow
represents unlikely trajectory of KIM dispersal train from location 1 beyond
location 2. Ice flow trends indicated by black arrow. TC=table concentrate.

The Qavvik-1 kimberlite (p, Fig. 3.6) is located in an area overlain by extensive marine
silt/clay sediments (some >30 m in height). These marine sediments likely overlie the
main dispersal train from the kimberlite and limits till sampling and thus detection of a
possible dispersal train. KIM dispersal from the Qavvik-1 kimberlite (p, Fig. 3.6) appears
only to the east of the kimberlite in the interpolated image. Approximately 5.5 km
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northeast (down ice) of Qavvik-1 is a discrete area with abundant KIM, this may
represent dispersal from the Qavvik-1 kimberlite, if so, the dispersal train could be at
least 5.5 km long .

The KIM dispersal train from the Beluga-3 kimberlite (q; Fig. 3.11) is at least 4.5 km
long, possibly up to 7 km long. Mg-ilmenite is the most abundant KIM in the train
followed by Cr-pyrope, orange garnet, and Cr-diopside. The train widens to ~750 m at 1
km down ice, and continues at this width for at least another 3 km. Approximately 2.8 km
southeast of the Beluga-3 kimberlite is a kimberlite (r; Fig. 3.11) (formerly the DDN
showing) with a narrow train at least 5 km in length with mineral species and relative
mineral abundance similar to the Beluga-3 kimberlite. Train s is aligned parallel to train r
(Fig. 3.11) and is dominantly Mg-olivine rich, with some till samples near the head of the
train containing some Mg-ilmenite. Samples between trains r and s likely contain KIM
from both trains, as samples range from Mg-ilmenite dominant to Mg-olivine dominant
with lesser abundances of Cr-pyrope and orange garnet, with one sample containing
chromite. The fan-shaped area in the IDW image down ice of train r is likely the result of
interpolation bias from the two samples towards the end of the train. These two samples
contain 1,520 and 2,505 KIM grains with adjacent samples ranging from 1-82 grains.
Sample spacing near the end of train s is ~1 km apart, in contrast to sample spacing at the
end of train in r and head of train s, which ranges from 300 – 500 m apart, thus the IDW
interpolation, has distorted the areal extent of the KIM dispersal train.
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Figure 3.11. IDW interpolated image of KIM distribution patterns and proportional
pie chart plots of total raw (un-normalized) KIM abundance in the 0.25 – 2.0 mm
fraction of till around the Beluga-3 kimberlite: (q)dispersal train from the DDN
showing (r); Mg-olivine-rich dispersal train (s). Ice flow trends indicated by black
arrow. TC=table concentrate.
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3.15 Conclusions
Mineral exploration assessment reports containing KIM data from more than 5,000 till
samples collected in the Pelly Bay area of Nunavut, Canada were used in conjunction
with GIS using IDW to assess and interpret KIM distribution patterns in till. The
dominant KIM in till in the area is Mg-ilmenite, although clusters of Mg-olivinedominant samples are associated with the Umingmak kimberlites. Mg-ilmenite-rich
samples tend to contain Cr-pyrope garnets and orange garnets, with lesser amounts of Crdiopside and chromite. Quantities of Mg-olivine in these types of samples range from
abundant to none, whereas Mg-olivine-rich samples tend to be poor in other KIM species.

Plotting KIM data on maps using pie charts to help identify elevated concentrations and
patterns of dispersal is a common visualization method, but the data and plots can be
confusing when no relationship appears to exist between distribution of high KIM
concentrations and ice flow trends, as in the case of the large cluster of samples with
abundant KIM south of Pelly Bay. In many cases, several different studies can be used to
help decipher these clusters. In this paper, we presented the use of the IDW method
utilizing ArcGIS™ with the Spatial Analyst extension, and employed parameters
specifically designed to maximize interpretation of the KIM dataset. The raster image
provides a visual basis for interpreting existing data, such as KIM and ice flow data. In
several examples, the IDW image aided the development of alternative hypotheses for
KIM dispersal patterns and kimberlite source locations.

Several KIM trains in the Pelly Bay field have been identified, and hypotheses offered for
their bedrock sources. The western trains (j-m, Fig. 3.6) are short, ranging from 1.5 to 4
km in length, and tend to be wide at their heads, from 225 to 300 m. The length of train n
is difficult to determine due to the possible presence of either a skip zone or another KIM
source immediately down ice. The Mg-olivine-rich Umingmak-1 train is approximately
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2.8 km wide and 4 km long (f, Fig. 3.7), and the Umingmak-2 (g, Fig. 3.7) train is at least
1.2 km long. Adjacent to the Umingmak KIM trains is a Mg-ilmenite-rich train (h, Fig.
3.7) approximately 900 m wide by 3 km long. KIM trains within the large cluster of
samples with abundant KIM south of Pelly Bay (Fig. 3.6) were determined to be up to 7
km long.

This study suggests many of the kimberlite dispersal trains in the Pelly Bay KIM patterns
in till may originate from northwest-southeast oriented kimberlite dykes and/or sills. Mgilmenite is the dominant KIM in most till samples in the Pelly Bay area, however, some
trains are dominated by Mg-olivine (i.e. Umingmak). Variations in the relative abundance
of KIM species along trends may represent different intrusive phases, or variations of
KIM species and abundance within the kimberlitic sources.

In the Pelly Bay area, geophysical surveys are usually completed after a reconnaissance
till sampling program has identified areas of interest. The interpretive methods presented
here can help identify patterns within areas containing many till samples with abundant
KIM counts. Identification of these patterns can be used to identify areas for follow-up
geophysical surveys and ground prospecting in the search for kimberlites.

The use of KIM data from mineral exploration assessment reports can aid identification
of areas for follow-up diamond exploration, however, data from these reports needs to be
reviewed to ensure: (1) compatibility between datasets, (2) samples spiked for quality
control purposes are excluded from datasets when used in studies such as this one, (3)
sample processing laboratory methods used to recover and identify KIM, such as
concentration techniques, grain sizes extracted, and KIM species are known and are
similar.
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Chapter 4

4

Identifying glacial dispersal trains of individual
kimberlite indicator species using GIS interpolation
in the Pelly Bay region, Nunavut, Canada

4.1

Introduction

Till samples are commonly collected in glaciated terrain for kimberlite indicator minerals
(KIM), metamorphic or magmatic massive sulphide indicator mineral (MMSIM), and
gold grain analyses, which help to locate mineralized bedrock sources such as kimberlites
by tracing their glacial dispersal trains through drift prospecting methods (Jennings 1990;
Averill 2001; McClenaghan & Kjarsgaard 2001, 2007; McClenaghan et al. 2002;
Lehtonen et al. 2005; Stea et al. 2009; Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Drift prospecting in
remote areas of the Canadian arctic is costly for sample collection and analyses. Thus
accurate interpretation of results is critical to identifying bedrock sources and making
projects cost-effective.

Numerous models have been developed to provide an estimation of distance up ice to the
source of a geochemical anomaly in till (Stanley 2009). Conceptual models have been
proposed that illustrate glacial transport of anomalous material down ice and upwards
within a glacier, followed by deposition as a dispersal train extending from a bedrock
source to the ground surface (Stanley 2009; Miller 1984; Shilts 1995; McClenaghan &
DiLabio 1995; Klassen 1999, 2001). Numerical models predicting down ice dispersal are
summarized by Stea & Finck (2001), including: exponential decay models (i.e. Clark
1987; Shilts 1976; Finck & Stea 1995; Parent et al. 1996; Klassen 2001) commonly used
to describe dispersal in thin and/or basal tills (Shilts 1973; Dreimanis 1989; Klassen
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2001; Stea & Finck 2001), and linear decay models (i.e. Dyke 1984; Dyke & Prest 1987;
Kaszycki 1989; Thorleifson & Kristjansson 1993; Batterson & Liverman 2001). Stanley
(2010) proposed the aggradational-constant entrainment decay (ACED) model which
purports to “constrain the location of the target anomaly via optimization and parameter
estimation of the associated decay equations” to provide “ minimum and maximum
distances up ice from the most up ice sample that the anomalous source can be located”.
These models help us better understand glacial dispersal of minerals , but they do not
accommodate large volumes of indicator mineral data from till samples. This study uses
abundant KIM data from till samples to generate images of dispersal patterns for three
size fractions of six KIM species in the Pelly Bay area, Nunavut, Canada.

4.2 GIS as an analytical tool for mineral exploration
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are valuable tools used by exploration
geologists to integrate various types of data such as results of kimberlite indicator mineral
recovery from till samples, ice flow history, and geophysical survey data in search of
diamondiferous kimberlites (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). An important feature of GIS is the
ability to analyze and visually illustrate indicator mineral data, whether the data
represents individual mineral species abundance or distribution.

Size proportional dot plots and pie charts represent a common method used with GIS to
visually display till geochemical data (Harris 2006) and offers a first glance at regional
distribution patterns (e.g. Harris & Bonham-Carter 2003; Wilkinson et al. 2006; Ozyer &
Hicock 2011). The dot plot method typically consists of size ranked symbols based on
percentile divisions (Wilkinson et al. 2006) or log normalization of single mineral or
geochemical species (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Similarly, pie charts can be used to display
both quantity and distribution of multiple KIM species within a till sample (e.g.
McClenaghan & Kjarsgaard 2007). In some cases, the dot plot and pie chart methods may
provide sufficient information to isolate mineralized bedrock sources, but in many
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instances these methods, along with ice flow history, exhibit complex indicator mineral
distribution patterns.

4.3 Data interpolation
Data interpolation using GIS provides an alternative to dot plot and pie chart
interpretation methods. Common interpolation methods used to display geochemical data
with GIS include: spline, kriging, and inverse distance weighted (IDW; Ozyer & Hicock
2011) that can help to reveal glacial dispersal trends (Harris 2006). Ozyer and Hicock
(2011) provide a good overview of these methods, and explain how to use IDW with
GIS to effectively isolate KIM trains in areas with many KIM species and abundant
mineral grain counts.

This paper uses IDW interpolation with GIS to reveal distribution patterns of individual
KIM size fractions and KIM species in an effort to understand their distribution from
bedrock source(s). This paper also discusses KIM dispersal train variability between
several kimberlite pipes in the Pelly Bay area, mainland Nunavut (Canada) using data
recently released in mineral exploration assessment reports (i.e. Anonby et al. 2006;
Ozyer & Vanderspiegel 2007a, b; Ozyer et al. 2008).

4.4 Study area
The study area (Fig. 4.1) is located south of Pelly Bay, Nunavut in Canada’s eastern
arctic where to date, more than twenty-five kimberlites have been discovered (Diamonds
North Resources Ltd. 2008; Indicator Minerals Inc. 2007). A mineral claim staking rush
occurred in the area in 2004 upon discovery of kimberlite float by Diamonds North
Resources Ltd. (Diamonds North Resources Ltd. 2004). The staking rush was similar to
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that which occurred in the Lac de Gras area of the Northwest Territories during the
1990’s (Pell 1997; Ozyer & Hicock 2011) where the Ekati, Diavik, and Snap Lake
diamond mines are located. The first kimberlite (Umingmak pipe) was discovered
fortuitously by a till sampler in the Pelly Bay area in 2005 during an intense till sampling
program (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Many KIM dispersal trains, and areas with discrete
clusters of high KIM counts in till, are distributed throughout an area approximately 50
by 100 km south of Pelly Bay (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Kimberlite pipe sources are
known for some of the trains but many areas exist where the sources for high KIM counts
in till remain elusive (Ozyer & Hicock 2011).

Figure 4.1 Bedrock geology of study area and known kimberlite occurrences.
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4.5 Bedrock geology
Pelly Bay is located between the Boothia and Simpson peninsulas (Fig. 4.1), which
extend northward into the Arctic Ocean. The Boothia Peninsula to the west of Pelly Bay
is composed of high-grade gneiss, dominantly Neoarchean metaplutonic rocks, lesser
Archean to Paleoproterozoic migmatitic gneiss, and Archean to Paleoproterozoic
supracrustal rocks (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Outliers of Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary
rocks occur as infolds within Archean rocks (Ryan et al. 2009). The Simpson Peninsula
to the east of Pelly Bay is mainly composed of Paleozoic platformal shallow-water
carbonate rocks (Ozyer & Hicock 2011).

Most kimberlites in the Pelly Bay area (Fig. 4.1) are distributed within at least two
northwest oriented structures (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). The kimberlites intrude rocks
within the Rae Domain of the western Churchill Province with host rock modeled ages of
2.7 – 3.2 Ga (Hinchey et al. 2007). Phlogopites from three kimberlites were Sr-Rb dated
and returned ages of ~540 Ma (Kienlen et al. 2008).

4.6 Surficial geology
There are three distinct surficial geology zones south of Pelly Bay. The marine transition
zone is located immediately south of the bay extending 50 km southward and is
dominated by glaciofluvial and glaciomarine sediments. This zone was subjected to
postglacial marine incursion, as were large river valleys such as the Arrowsmith and
Kellet, which extend much farther south (Ozyer & Hicock 2006). Within the southeast
sector of the marine transition zone lies an area tens of kilometers in width and length
that is dominated by sandy paleo-lacustrine plains overlying paleo-marine silt and clay
sediments (Ozyer & Hicock 2011).
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To the southwest of Pelly Bay the marine transition zone hosts a vast area of stratified
silty marine clays which have been deeply eroded as badlands. These sediments are
typically >30 m above the local landscape (Ozyer & Hicock), with some marine silt and
clay deposits reported to be ~90 m thick (Craig 1961). These sediments originated from
discharges at the margin of the decaying Laurentide Ice Sheet into a glaciomarine
environment at least 8800 yr BP (Craig 1961, 1965; Giangioppi et al. 2003). In some
areas the marine sediments overlie till. Eskers are rare although several large kames have
been observed, some greater than 30 m high (Ozyer & Hicock 2011).

The glaciofluvial transition zone lies between 50 and 100 km south of Pelly Bay, marking
an area where glaciofluvial discharges from the Laurentide Ice Sheet washed away till,
leaving many outcrops exposed. This zone hosts many large sand-filled valleys, some
kilometers in width, representing former glaciolacustrine and glaciofluvial environments
(Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Although till veneers are present in the glaciofluvial transition
zone, they are less common than in areas to the south. Till veneers are sparse in low-lying
areas dominated by sandy sediments and in areas with high outcrops. Only a few low
eskers several hundred metres long have been identified in this zone (Ozyer & Hicock
2011).

The distal zone (beyond 100 km south of Pelly Bay) is highly variable, consisting of till
veneers, till blankets and bedrock outcrops. Numerous paleodrainage channels occur in
this area, with sorted sediment ranging from sand to cobbles to boulders, and clusters of
kames can be found along the headwaters of the Kellet River. Eskers are common, with
lengths ranging from hundreds of metres to kilometres, and heights varying between 2 to
10 m (Ozyer & Hicock 2011).
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4.7 Glacial history
The study area was inundated with ice from the Keewatin Sector of the Laurentide Ice
Sheet during the Late Wisconsin, in at least four ice flow phases (Ozyer & Hicock 2011).
The earliest phase was associated with the last glacial maximum when ice flowed northnorthwest to north-northeast from the Keewatin Ice Divide (KID) located 200 km south
of the study area (McMartin et al. 2003a, b; Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009). During early
deglaciation Keewatin Sector ice shifted from a northerly flow to a northeasterly flow
(McMartin et al. 2003a,b) with the paleo-Gulf of Boothia separating Keewatin and Baffin
Sector ice (Dredge 1995; Giangioppi et al. 2003). After the northeasterly flow, ice flowed
eastward in areas west and south of Pelly Bay (Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009). The last
known ice flow phase varied from north-northwest (McMartin et al. 2003a,b; Tremblay
2007, 2009) to north-northeast, possibly associated with flow from the KID (Tremblay et
al. 2007, 2009). Late-stage localized ice flows (Tremblay et al. 2007, 2009) and
streaming ice drained remaining Laurentide ice into Pelly Bay, creating a complex ice
flow history (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). During the final stages of Laurentide disintegration,
north-northwest streaming ice (Fig. 4.2) converged with the dominant north-northeast
flow approximately 5 km south of Pelly Bay, assimilating ice that had been flowing
northward toward the bay, and resulting in complex KIM distribution patterns (Ozyer &
Hicock 2011).
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Figure 4.2 Late-stage ice flow patterns and till sample locations in the study area.

4.8 Methods
Mineral exploration assessment reports, containing kimberlite indicator mineral picking
data for till samples collected in the Pelly Bay area between 2003 and 2007, were
recently released by Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. Details of the KIM data are
discussed in the Data section below. These data are typically plotted with GIS using
either the dot plot or pie chart methods to illustrate locations where till contains KIM
(Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Figure 4.2 shows till sample locations in the study area; till
sample data in the assessment reports extend beyond the study area and were used to
generate the IDW raster images in this study. Some areas have much greater till sample
density than others, due to progressive till sampling programs where samples from an
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initial drift prospecting program contained KIM, and was followed-up by subsequent till
sampling to increase sample density to better define KIM dispersal trains. The authors
measured ice flow indicators such as striae, grooves, crag and tails, and roche
moutonneés to determine ice flow history. Detailed ice flow studies help to understand
distribution patterns of KIM in till, but as Ozyer and Hicock (2011) point out, this does
not always lead to a full understanding of KIM distribution. Many till samples in the
study area contain KIM, with some samples containing more than 50,000 KIM grains.
The study by Ozyer and Hicock (2011) used GIS with IDW interpolation to investigate
the distribution of KIM in till in the Pelly Bay area, and successfully delineated dispersal
trains in areas where clusters of till samples contained abundant KIM. This study also
uses their method but in a different way: to identify distribution patterns in till of
individual KIM species size fractions to help determine comminution and dilution rates in
the Pelly Bay area.

4.9 Data
Kimberlite indicator mineral picking data from mineral exploration assessment reports by
Anonby et al. (2006), Ozyer & Vanderspiegel (2007a, b), and Ozyer et al. (2008) were
used in this study. The reports contain data for 5,115 till samples which were processed
by Overburden Drilling Management to recover KIMs and gold grains. Methods used to
recover KIMs and gold grains from the samples are discussed in Ozyer and Hicock
(2011). Six KIM species were recovered from the till samples: Cr-pyrope garnet, orange
mantle garnet (which includes both eclogitic pyrope-almandine and Cr-poor megacrystic
pyrope and may include unchecked (by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)) grains of
common crustal garnet), Mg-ilmenite, Mg-olivine, Cr-diopside, and chromite. Results of
KIM recovery presented in the Anonby et al. (2006) report contain standards which were
introduced to the samples while in the field for Quality Control / Quality Assurance. The
standards used to “spike” samples were introduced into one of every fifty sequential
samples and consisted of varying quantities of KIMs such as eclogitic garnet, Cr-pyrope
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garnet, Mg-olivine, Cr-diopside, chromite, and Mg-ilmenite which had a polished and
laser etched surface to identify recovered grains. Data containing standards recovered by
the laboratory were removed from the data set prior to use in this study. Low-Cr diopside
was picked separately and is not used in this paper as they are often not kimberlitic
(Averill 2009). KIMs reported in the picking data have not been analysed by an electron
microprobe to confirm their geochemical compositions therefore, we have assumed the
laboratory has correctly identified the KIMs by visual inspection with periodic SEM
checks. Kimberlite indicator minerals recovered by the laboratory were sieved into three
size fractions, 0.25 – 0.5 mm, 0.5 – 1.0 mm, 1.0 – 2.0 mm, and reported as such in the
data along with their KIM type.

Data was normalized using the peer size method of Ozyer & Hicock (2011) with the
exception that, instead of using total KIMs from all size fractions and all KIM species,
this study normalizes individual KIM mineralogy’s (species) from one of the three size
fractions as illustrated in the formula (Eq. 1) below.

Equation 1.

Where;
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4.10 GIS with IDW to determine distribution patterns of KIM
species
Selection of an appropriate interpolation method needs to be considered before
processing data to ensure the data is compatible with functions and parameters of the
interpolation method. The dataset used for this study has greater than 5,000 data points
distributed throughout an area covering more than 21,000 km2, but distribution of the
samples varies significantly within the area. Areas on the periphery of the study area have
sample spacing ranging between 4 - 5 km apart, whereas the core of the study area has
gridded sample spacing ranging from 2 - 3 km apart. Some areas within the core of the
study area have sample spacing ranging from 25 - 300 m apart, representing areas of high
interest. A global algorithm (i.e. polynomial, trend surface) emphasizes regional, lower
frequency trends, compared to a local algorithm (i.e. inverse-distance-weighted (IDW),
kriging) which better emphasizes local high frequency spatial trends (Harris 2006). The
use of IDW to interpolate geochemical data enhances directional trends as well as high
and low frequency spatial trends (Harris 2006). In this study we attempt to identify
direction trends, because KIM dispersal trains represent unconsolidated mineral
distribution trends, which ultimately represent dispersal by ice flow trends in the study
area. Ozyer and Hicock (2011) used ESRI ArcGIS™ with the Spatial Analyst™ extension
to identify KIM dispersal trains using total KIM grain counts. In this study, ESRI
ArcGIS™ software is used in conjunction with the Spatial Analyst™ extension using the
IDW interpolation algorithm without bias to identify distribution trends of three size
fractions of six different KIM species. Additionally, the ArcGIS™ 3D Analyst™ extension
is used to extract profile data of interpolated KIM dispersal trains.
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4.11 GIS parameters
Parameters to generate interpolated images for this study using ArcGIS™ and the Spatial
Analyst™ extension with the IDW algorithm are the same as those that Ozyer and Hicock
(2011) used in their study. Here, we briefly reiterate parameters used for this study,
however, it is suggested the reader consult Ozyer and Hicock (2011) for detailed GIS
extension parameter information.

The power parameter restricts the significance that distal data points have on interpolated
value, thus a value of 5 is selected because spatial trends are better defined in areas with
high sample density (i.e. <1 km apart) and high KIM grain counts. A variable search
radius parameter was selected because it limits the number of data points used for
interpolation. If there are insufficient data points (as specified in the data points
parameter) to include within the defined search radius, a lesser number of data points will
be used for the interpolation. This will reduce undesirable data points from being used for
interpolation, because many data points in the data set are greater than 4 or 5 km apart,
and data from those distal points are only likely to be associated with points up ice or
down ice. Thus, there is a need to evaluate sample spacing within the dataset in order to
determine a suitable search radius that is likely to encompass the number of data points
selected in that parameter. The number of data points (in the data point parameter) was
limited to 5 in this study and 1500 m was selected for the maximum search distance
parameter. The output cell size parameter used for interpolation was set to 10. If the user
does not define the output cell size, a default value will be calculated based on the spatial
height and width of data points (in map units) divided by 250. The dataset used in this
study covers several hundred kilometres in both height and width, therefore a userdefined output cell size smaller than the default output cell size is desirable because the
raster will have higher resolution at smaller scales.
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Once a raster was generated using the inputs above, the symbology parameter (within
ArcGIS™) was modified to produce an intelligible image. The “classified” parameter was
used in this study, and legends generated by assigning colour values based on the number
of grains per 100 g for a particular KIM species. Use of the classified parameter is
necessary because some KIM species have significantly different values than others, thus
if the “stretched” parameter were to be used, many images would not visually distinguish
meaningful, subtle variations in value. The “invert” sub-option in the symbology section
was selected to reverse the colour ramp so that red represents high values, and blue, low
values.

The ArcGIS™ 3D Analyst™ extension was used to generate profile data of KIM train
interpolated images. Red lines in each interpolated image define the axis of a KIM
dispersal train; it is along this line that 3D Analyst generated profile data. The 3D Analyst
recorded tk values every 10 m along the interpolated KIM train axis.

4.12 Results
The interpolated images below were generated for each of three size fractions of six KIM
species: Cr-pyrope garnet, orange garnet, Mg-ilmenite, Mg-olivine, Cr-diopside, and
chromite using the parameters defined above. To properly evaluate the IDW-interpolated
images and train profiles, several special notes are useful.

Special notes
1. Legends on interpolated images vary by KIM species, thus use caution when
comparing results from different KIM species.

2. Values of the y axis in KIM train profile graphs vary between species and size
fraction, as does distance on the x axis.
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3. Data values at any point in a raster image has six decimal places. Therefore, the
lowest tk value is 0.000001 and is represented by “>0” in each legend. Thus,
polygons classified with “>0” as the lower limit, may have areas with tk values as
low as 0.000001. It is possible to filter out these extremely low values in the raster
by assigning a higher threshold value to the category with “>0” in its value range.

4. In some instances, till samples within a polygon (usually within the lowest tk
value range) may have no value for a particular KIM species size fraction being
interpolated. Its inclusion within the polygon is influenced by KIM (of the same
species and size fraction) within other till samples near the null sample.

Below we discuss interpolated results of KIM species size fractions for three KIM
dispersal trains (Beluga 3, Umingmak, Tuktu) with known kimberlite bedrock sources.
Location “0” on the x axis of each profile graph represents the location of the kimberlite
source.

4.13 IDW Interpolation of the Beluga 3 kimberlite
4.13.1

Cr-pyrope garnet

Figure 4.3A illustrates the interpolated dispersal for the coarse (1.0 – 2.0 mm) size
fraction of Cr-pyrope garnet in the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train; Fig. 4.3B is a
cross-section profile of the interpolated image. The cross-section profile of the
interpolated image indicates that coarse Cr-pyrope garnet does not appear in the dispersal
train until ~750 m down ice of the kimberlite, with a peak 1000 m down ice and a much
larger peak ~1650 m down ice. Both peaks represent actual values, as the train profile
intersects sample locations at these points. There are no other peaks in the coarse fraction
of Cr-pyrope garnet beyond these points in the KIM train as defined by its axis (red line)
in Fig. 4.3A. There is no interpolated data between the kimberlite and 750 m down ice
due to lack of samples, so it is still possible that coarse Cr-pyrope garnet grains are
present in this section of the profile. The interpolated width of the coarse Cr-pyrope
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Figure 4.3A Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.3B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite.
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garnet train is approximately 1 km wide and appears 750 m down ice of the kimberlite,
then disappears about 2200 m down ice. Thus, the interpolated dispersal distance of
coarse Cr-pyrope garnet is 1450 m.

The dispersal train of the medium (0.5 – 1.0 mm) size fraction of Cr-pyrope garnet (Fig.
4.3C) is much longer than the coarse fraction. The medium fraction exhibits three
distinctive peaks and one relatively small peak (Fig. 4.3D) towards the end of the
dispersal train. The medium fraction of the interpolated Cr-pyrope garnet train begins to
emerge 750 m down ice of the kimberlite, the same distance the coarse fraction emerges,
and continues 4250 m down ice. The first peak occurs ~1 km down ice from the
kimberlite, with the largest peak occurring 1690 m down ice, a similar distance as the
largest peak in the coarse fraction. The third peak in the medium fraction occurs ~2500 m
down ice from the kimberlite, but this peak is lower than the first two, indicating
comminution and dilution was rapidly occurring in the medium fraction beyond 1750 m,
with disappearance of the train 4250 m from the kimberlite. Thus the length of the
dispersal train for medium Cr-pyrope garnet is 3500 m, more than twice that of the coarse
fraction. The width of the medium dispersal train is generally 1 km, similar to that of the
coarse train, but widens beyond 3000 m.

Figure 4.3E defines the dispersal train for the fine (0.25 – 0.5 mm) size fraction of Crpyrope garnet, but also illustrates a much wider area of what is interpreted to be
background values of Cr-pyrope garnet with a tk of 0.1 – 1. The train profile for the fine
fraction of Cr-pyrope garnet (Fig. 4.3F) illustrates the presence of the fine fraction
immediately down ice from the kimberlite source, and continues for 3600 m, thereafter,
two small pulses occur from 4100 – 5000 m, and 6000 – 7600 m.
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Figure 4.3C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.3D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.3E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.3F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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The greatest peak in the fine fraction occurs 1 km down ice from the kimberlite, which is
the same location as the first (but second highest) peak for the coarse and medium
fractions. Beyond the first peak in the fine fraction, subsequent peaks diminish rapidly.
Note the dip at 2000 m for the medium and fine fractions of Cr-pyrope garnet; this is due
to at least two factors. First, is the lack of samples between 1750 – 2500 m, and second is
the two samples adjacent to the axis between the second and third peak of the fine
fraction having <1 tk, thereby reducing what seems to be part of the train with relatively
high tk values.

4.13.2

Orange garnet

Figure 4.4A illustrates the interpolated dispersal train for the coarse size fraction of
orange garnet in the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train; Fig. 4.4B is a cross-section
profile of the interpolated image. The profile indicates the coarse fraction appears ~750 m
down ice from the kimberlite and terminates ~3100 m down ice. Abundance of coarse
orange garnet is highest ~ 1 km down ice and subsequently declines with the last peak
occurring ~ 2500 m down ice. As with the Cr-pyrope garnets, dips in values occur
between peaks as a result of no samples between these points and the influence from
sample points farther away from the train axis. The interpolated image suggests the
dispersal train for coarse orange garnet is ~ 2350 m long and approximately 1 km wide.

An interpolated image for medium orange garnet (Fig. 4.4C) and a profile of its axis (Fig.
4.4D) suggests this fraction emerges ~ 250 m down ice from the kimberlite and wanes ~
3100 m down ice, with appearance of a small amount of tk ~ 5900 m down ice. The first
peak of medium orange garnet occurs 1 km down ice, with the greatest peak ~ 1750 m
down ice and the peak following this is half that of the first peak, suggesting rapid
comminution and/or dispersal. The width of the train is ~ 1200 m, with the area beyond
5900 m widening to ~ 3 km. The distal portion could be representative of lateral dispersal
from the kimberlite. Alternatively, this area could represent distribution from an
unknown kimberlite source perpendicular to ice flow, similar to the northwest oriented
kimberlite dykes suggested by Ozyer & Hicock (2011).
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Figure 4.4A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm orange garnet in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.4B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm orange garnet dispersal in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.4C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.4D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet dispersal in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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The width of the dispersal train for fine orange garnet (Fig. 4.4E) is >3 km wide at the
head of the train. The area at the head of the train may not represent dispersal solely from
the Beluga 3 kimberlite as the area with tk <10 to the east of the kimberlite may represent
coalescence of orange garnet grains from another dispersal train which appears in the
lower centre of Figure 4.4E. The dispersal train profile for fine orange garnet (Fig. 4.4F)
indicates a relatively low number of grains are dispersed immediately before and after the
kimberlite, with the highest number of fine grains occurring ~ 1000 m down ice. The fine
orange garnets diminish at ~ 3300 m, with very low increases at 4500 m and 6500 m. The
reduction in tk abundance of fine orange garnet beyond the area with highest tk value is
similar to the pattern for the coarse fraction. The interpolated image (Fig. 4.4E) shows
fine orange garnets are present well beyond (>8 km) the defined train axis with a width of
at least 4 km. Similar to the medium fraction, this area may represent lateral dispersal
from the kimberlite, or an area of coalescence of KIMs between the Beluga 3 dispersal
train and an undefined source ~ 6 km down ice.
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Figure 4.4E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm orange garnet in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.4F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm orange garnet dispersal in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.13.3

Mg-ilmenite

Mg-ilmenite is the most abundant KIM in the Pelly Bay area (Ozyer & Hicock 2011) and
is present in all size fractions along the entire Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Figure
4.5A illustrates the interpolated dispersal train for the coarse fraction of Mg-ilmenite,
which is >1200 m wide along the entire length of dispersal train. The interpolated image
illustrates coarse Mg-ilmenite is present several hundred metres up ice from the
kimberlite, but its profile (Fig. 4.5B) indicates the coarse fraction begins at its kimberlite
source and continues until ~ 3600 m, beyond which two areas (4000 – 5000 m and 5700
– 7200 m) of slighted elevated tk occur. The first peak of coarse Mg-ilmenite occurs 1000
m down ice, followed by a peak with the greatest abundance at ~ 1750 m, which is
subsequently followed by a slightly less abundant peak 2500 m down ice. Beyond the
third peak, coarse grains were rapidly comminuted and/or diluted in the till. Mg-ilmenite
in the Pelly Bay area can be several centimetres in size (Ozyer & Vanderspiegel 2007a),
thus the initial appearance of coarse Mg-ilmenite in the dispersal train may represent
comminution of Mg-ilmenite grains >2.0 mm.

Figure 4.5C illustrates distribution of medium Mg-ilmenite grains over a vast area, with
tk values <10, representing background values. Although a significant portion of the
image contains background values, medium Mg-ilmenite grains with much higher tk
values are present along the dispersal train axis with the first peak (Fig. 4.5D) occurring
at 1 km, followed by the highest tk value at ~ 1750 m. Unlike the garnets, Mg-ilmenite
has higher tk values 2500 m down ice than the initial peak 1000 m down ice. The third
peak in the medium fraction likely represents significant input due to comminution of the
coarse fraction between 1500 – 2500 m down ice from the kimberlite source. The
dispersal train of medium Mg-ilmenite grains ends approximately 3300 m down ice from
it source, thereafter background values make up the remainder of the train.
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Figure 4.5A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.5B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.5C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.5D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Similar to medium Mg-ilmenite grain distribution, background tk values of fine Mgilmenite covers a significant area in proximity to the Beluga 3 KIM dispersal train (Fig.
4.5E). The profile for fine Mg-ilmenite (Fig. 4.5F) illustrates the highest tk value occurs
1500 m down ice from the kimberlite, unlike the garnets (Cr-pyrope and orange garnet)
fine fraction, both of which peak 1000 m down ice. The profile of fine Mg-ilmenite is
similar to the profiles for medium garnet. An Mg-ilmenite dispersal train from another
kimberlite can be seen in the lower, centre portion of Figs. 4.5A, C, and E. Dispersal of
fine Mg-ilmenite from the Beluga 3 kimberlite is ~ 3600 – 5000 m long before
transitioning to background values.
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Figure 4.5E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.5F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.13.4

Mg-olivine

There are no coarse Mg-olivine grains present in the interpolated image of the Beluga 3
KIM dispersal train. Medium Mg-olivine grains are very few in the dispersal train (Fig.
4.6A), with a peak tk value of <4 (Fig. 4.6B). The peak value occurs 1750 m down ice
from the kimberlite, dropping off significantly thereafter. The interpolated dispersal train
for medium Mg-olivine is from 1200 – 3000 m.

The interpolated image of fine Mg-olivine (Fig. 4.6C) within the dispersal train is
effectively limited to a peak ~ 1800 m down ice from the kimberlite. Excluding
background tk values <1, the fine fraction appears from 800 – 3300 m down ice (Fig.
4.6D). Similar to background values of fine Mg-ilmenite, background fine Mg-olivine
dominates the interpolated image (Fig. 4.6C). Note the presence of an Mg-olivine
dispersal train in both the medium and fine fractions in the lower, right centre of Figures
4.6 (A, & C), the location of this train is not the same as that mentioned for garnets and
Mg-ilmenite. Thus three dispersal trains are close to each other.
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Figure 4.6A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-olivine in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.6B. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.6C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-olivine in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.6D. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.13.5

Cr-diopside

The interpolated image of coarse Cr-diopside in the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train
(Fig. 4.7A) reveals a relatively low tk value (<1) that peaks ~1750 m down ice from the
kimberlite. The train profile (Fig. 4.7B) indicates the interpolated dispersal of coarse Crdiopside occurs between 1250 – 2250 m down ice from the kimberlite.

Distribution of medium Cr-diopside in Figure 4.7C defines an interpolated dispersal train
~2000 m wide and at least 3750 m long, but the train profile (Fig. 4.7D) appears only
3000 m long; a difference of 1000 m. The difference in visible length is due to extremely
low tk values at extremities of the train, which have values barely above 0, thus this low
level cannot be viewed on the profile (Fig. 4.7D) due to the resolution of the scale used
for the y axis. The profile (Fig. 4.7D) for medium Cr-diopside indicates the train appears
~750 m down ice of the kimberlite and ends ~3750 m from the kimberlite source.

Figure 4.7E illustrates the interpolated dispersal train of fine Cr-diopside from the Beluga
3 kimberlite. Low tk values (<1) over a wide area produces a wide (>2 km) train which
appears to coalesce with another train located in the lower centre of the figure. A profile
of the fine Cr-diopside interpolated image (Fig. 4.7F) indicates fine grains are
immediately present in the train at the location of the kimberlite. The first peak of fine
grains occurs 1000 m down ice from the kimberlite, with the highest peak occurring
~1750 m from the source. Abundance of fine Cr-diopside drops off rapidly beyond the
highest peak, with very low tk values beyond 3000 m. Although two small peaks are
present beyond 3000 m, the bulk of the fine train is within the first 3000 m of the train.
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Figure 4.7A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.7B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.7C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.7D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.7E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.7F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.13.6

Chromite

The interpolated dispersal pattern for coarse chromite (Fig. 4.8A) is the same as the
interpolated dispersal pattern for coarse Cr-diopside (Fig. 4.7A). Only two till samples
within the polygon contain a single coarse chromite grain, the remainders lack coarse
grains. Thus, the size of the interpolated polygon within which samples void of coarse
chromite are located, is due to influence from the 1500 m search radius and maximum
five data points parameters set for interpolation. In this example, two till samples nearest
the centre of the polygon (Fig. 4.8A) have one coarse chromite grain each, and the
resulting polygon pattern is due to influence from these two samples and surrounding
void samples. The till sample nearest the centre of the polygon and intersecting the train
axis has a tk value of 0.301296 (see Fig. 4.8B); the sample to the southeast of this sample
has a value of 0.223814.

Medium chromite appears ~300 m down ice from the Beluga 3 kimberlite in the
interpolated dispersal train (Fig. 4.8C) and ~750 m down ice in the interpolated train
profile (Fig. 4.8D). The initial peak of medium chromite appears 1000 m down ice from
the kimberlite with the highest peak occurring 1750 m down ice. A small peak of medium
chromite occurs 6500 m down ice, similar to medium orange garnet. Distribution of
medium chromite in the Beluga 3 train appears between 750 – 2250 m down ice from the
kimberlite (Fig. 4.8D) thus, distribution of medium chromite within the train is ~1500 m
long. The small peak toward the end of the profile (Fig. 4.8D) may represent reemergence of chromite being liberated from an entrained boulder or, from a different
kimberlite source down ice of the Beluga 3 kimberlite. At the bottom centre of the
interpolated image (Fig. 4.8C) is a polygon which appears to define dispersal from
another kimberlite source located southeast of the Beluga 3.
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Figure 4.8A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm chromite in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.8B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.8C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm chromite in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.8D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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The interpolated distribution pattern of fine chromite (Fig. 4.8E) is similar to medium
chromite, with similar abundance values. The first peak and highest peak values for fine
chromite occur at the same locations as medium chromite, however, there is no peak tk
value beyond 1750 m down ice of the Beluga 3 kimberlite (Fig. 4.8F). Interpolated
dispersal of fine chromite occurs between 750 – 2250 m down ice from the kimberlite
source, limiting the dispersal of fine chromite to 1500 m within the Beluga 3 dispersal
train (Fig 4.8F).

Figure 4.8E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm chromite in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.
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Figure 4.8F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Beluga 3 kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.

4.14 IDW Interpolation of the Umingmak kimberlite
The Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train is not defined by a straight ribbon shaped train
as is the Beluga 3 kimberlite, but is similar to an “L” shape, which is the result of
dispersal by two different ice flow directions (Ozyer & Hicock 2011). Figures 4.9 – 4.14
represent interpolated KIM distribution patterns for three size fractions of six KIM
species in till and their respective profiles for the Umingmak dispersal train. Interpolated
images for the Umingmak train reveals good definition of KIM distribution in the train,
particularly the fine fractions. Profiles (Figs. 4.9B, D, F – 4.14B, D, F) of interpolated
KIM train images (Figs. 4.9A, C, E – 4.14A, C, E) are at a greater resolution than those
of the Beluga 3 kimberlite train due to closer sample spacing, some less than 100 m apart.
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4.14.1

Cr-pyrope

Figure 4.9A illustrates two areas within the Umingmak train with coarse Cr-pyrope.The
first peak is 500 m down ice of the Umingmak kimberlite and the second peak, 1500 m
down ice. The peaks are relatively small, with the first (highest) having an interpolated tk
value slightly above 1 (Fig. 4.9B) and the second tk peak <0.5. Medium Cr-pyrope (Fig.
4.9C) defines the train well with three peaks (Fig. 4.9D): the first peak located at the
kimberlite; the second, 500 m down ice; and the third, 1500 m down ice. The highest
medium Cr-pyrope peak is at the same location (500 m down ice) as for coarse Crpyrope. Fine Cr-pyrope (Fig. 4.9E) is more abundant than coarser size fractions with a
profile similar to the medium fraction (Fig. 4.9F), having the highest tk peak 500 m down
ice.

4.14.2

Orange garnet

Orange garnet is absent in the coarse size fraction, and sparse in the medium fraction
(Fig. 4.10A) with tk values of 0.5 and less (Fig. 4.10B), with the highest peak present at
the kimberlite. Fine orange garnet is present (Fig. 4.10C), with tk values <1.5. The fine
orange garnet profile (Fig. 4.10D) indicates the highest peak occurs 750 m down ice from
the Umingmak kimberlite.

4.14.3

Mg-ilmenite

Figure 4.11A illustrates low abundance of coarse Mg-ilmenite, with greatest tk values
500 m down ice (Fig. 4.11B) from the kimberlite. Medium Mg-ilmenite (Fig. 4.11C) is
more abundant than the coarse fraction with a peak interpolated tk value of ~105 located
500 m down ice (Fig. 4.11D). Fine Mg-ilmenite is most abundant (tk >200) in the fine
fraction (Fig. 4.11E) located 500 m down ice from the kimberlite (Fig. 4.11F). The
profile (Fig. 4.11F) indicates fine Mg-ilmenite is distributed from the kimberlite at least
2000 m down ice.
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Figure 4.9A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.9B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.9C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.9D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.9E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.9F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.10A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.10B. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.10C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm orange garnet in till
for the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.10D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.11A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.11B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.11C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.11D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.11E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.11F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.14.4

Mg-olivine

Coarse Mg-olivine is present in two locations in the Umingmak train (Fig. 4.12A) with
peak abundance 500 m down ice (Fig. 4.12B). Medium Mg-olivine is present throughout
the train axis (Fig. 4.12C) and is most abundant 500 m down ice with tk values >200
(Fig. 4.12D), similar to fine Mg-ilmenite, and is distributed at least 2000 m down ice
from the kimberlite. Fine Mg-olivine is the most abundant KIM in the Umingmak train
(Fig. 4.12E) with tk values of ~4000 located 750 m and 1500 m down ice(Fig. 4.12F).
Approximately 1500 m northeast of Umingmak (Fig. 4.12E) and 600 m south-southeast
of the Umingmak-2 kimberlite is an area with interpolated Mg-olivine values greater than
in the Umingmak train. This area may represent an undiscovered olivine-rich intrusion.

4.14.5

Cr-diopside

Coarse Cr-diopside is present only in immediate vicinity of the Umingmak kimberlite
(Fig. 4.13A) with interpolated tk values <1 (Fig. 4.13B). Medium Cr-diopside is present
along most of the train axis (Fig. 4.13C) with two peaks of similar tk values (5.4 and 5.3
respectively) located at the kimberlite and 500 m down ice (Fig. 4.13D). Cr-diopside is
most abundant in the fine fraction (Fig. 4.13E) with a peak at the kimberlite location,
however, a higher peak occurs 500 m down ice (Fig. 4.13F). Fine Cr-diopside drops
rapidly between 500 and 1200 m, then increases between 1200 and 2000 m. Another
slight increase in fine Cr-diopside appears between 2400 and 3200 m, which could
represent grains from a different source.

4.14.6

Chromite

Coarse chromite is absent in the Umingmak train and sparse in the medium size fraction
(Fig. 4.14A) with greatest abundance (<3) located at the kimberlite (Fig. 4.14B).
Distribution of fine chromite (Fig. 4.14C) is unusual compared to most other species
because it exhibits increasing abundance from 250 m up ice of the kimberlite to 1500 m
down ice (Fig. 4.14D).
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Figure 4.12A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-olivine in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.12B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.12C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-olivine in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.12D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.12E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-olivine in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.12F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.13A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.13B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.13C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.13D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.13E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.13F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.14A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm chromite in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.14B. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.14C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm chromite in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.14D. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Umingmak kimberlite. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.15 IDW Interpolation of the Tuktu kimberlites
4.15.1

Cr-pyrope

Abundance of coarse Cr-pyrope is low in the Tuktu kimberlite train (Fig. 4.15A), but
exhibits a well defined ribbon shape over ~1200 m, with peak abundance occurring 400
m down ice of the kimberlites. Low values of medium Cr-pyrope are dispersed laterally
at the head of the train (Fig. 4.15C), but higher concentrations down ice of the kimberlite
form a ribbon shape with peak abundance occurring 400 m down ice. Fine Cr-pyrope is
concentrated down ice of the kimberlites (Fig. 4.15E), with a peak interpolated tk value
>25 located 400 m down ice. Abundance of Cr-pyrope appears low overall, considering
the train represents dispersal from four kimberlites.

4.15.2

Orange garnet

Orange garnet is absent in the coarse size fraction, and low in the medium fraction (Fig.
4.16A) where peak abundance is limited to <1.2 interpolated grains 400 m down ice (Fig.
4.16B) from the four kimberlites. Low values of fine orange garnet appears to the
southeast and northwest of the train axis (Fig. 4.16C), which may represent a source
perpendicular to ice flow direction, or background values. Fine orange garnet peaks 400
m down ice (Fig. 4.16D) of the kimberlites with tk values similar to that of the medium
size fraction, thus abundance of orange garnet is very low in the dispersal train.
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Figure 4.15A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.15B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.15C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-pyrope in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.15D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.15E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-pyrope in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.15F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-pyrope dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.16A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.16B. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm orange garnet dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.16C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm orange garnet in till
for the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for
profile.

Figure 4.16D. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm orange garnet dispersal in till
for the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.15.3

Mg-ilmenite

Coarse Mg-ilmenite appears absent in the Tuktu KIM dispersal train, except one location
600 m down ice (Fig. 4.17A) which may be attributed to dispersal from a source other
than the Tuktu kimberlites, because low tk values are widely distributed south east and
east of the kimberlites. The coarse Mg-ilmenite train profile (Fig. 4.17B) indicates a peak
tk value of 0.05, located 600 m down ice. Medium Mg-ilmenite is sparse down ice of the
Tuktu kimberlites with two peaks of much higher values southeast of the train axis (Fig.
4.17C), which may represent distribution of medium Mg-ilmenite from a northwest
oriented kimberlite dyke. The peak value of medium Mg-ilmenite occurs 650 m down ice
from the kimberlite (Fig. 4.17D), however, the value is low with an interpolated tk value
of <0.6. Fine Mg-ilmenite is present along most of the train axis (Fig. 4.17E), but areas of
much higher interpolated tk values are present southeast of the train axis and appear to
highlight distribution from a northwest oriented kimberlite dyke, the same as discussed
for medium Mg-ilmenite. Peak abundance of fine Mg-ilmenite occurs 650 m down ice of
the kimberlites (Fig. 4.17F), but the value is low (interpolated tk value <2).

4.15.4

Mg-olivine

Mg-olivine is absent in the coarse fraction, and sparse in the medium fraction where it
appears the source of slightly elevated interpolated tk values may be to the northwest of
the dispersal train axis (Fig. 4.18A). Peak value of medium Mg-olivine is very low,
occurring 650 m down ice from the Tuktu kimberlites (Fig. 4.18B). Fine Mg-olivine is
present down ice of the kimberlites (Fig. 4.18C) with peak abundance occurring 900 m
down ice of the kimberlites (Fig. 4.18D). The peak in fine Mg-olivine may represent a
source other than the Tuktu kimberlites, as there appears to be an area of elevated values
oriented northwest, transecting perpendicular to the train axis.
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Figure 4.17A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.17B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.17C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.17D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis
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Figure 4.17E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.17F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-ilmenite dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis
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Figure 4.18A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-olivine in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.18B. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.18C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-olivine in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.18D. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Mg-olivine dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.15.5

Cr-diopside

Coarse Cr-diopside is present immediately down ice from the Tuktu kimberlites (Fig.
4.19A) but in low values, with the peak value (<1) occurring 400 m down ice from the
kimberlites. Medium Cr-diopside grains are present down ice from the kimberlites (Fig.
4.19C) forming a small ribbon along the train axis with peak abundance located 400 m
down ice from the kimberlites (Fig. 4.19D). Distribution of interpolated medium Crdiopside grains is limited to the area 100 m to 1250 m down ice of the kimberlites, thus
the medium fraction dispersal train is 1150 m in length. Fine Cr-diopside is well defined
along the train axis (Fig. 4.19E) with peak abundance (<25 interpolated grains) located
400 m down ice from the kimberlites (Fig. 4.19F). The profile indicates the train is at
least 2000 m long.

4.15.6

Chromite

Coarse chromite distribution is well defined along the train axis (Fig. 4.20A), but in
relatively low values (<3). Coarse chromite values are highest 400 m down ice from the
kimberlites (Fig. 4.20B); the coarse dispersal train is 1150 m in length. Figure 4.20C
illustrates interpolated distribution of medium chromite with the highest values located
400 m down ice from the kimberlites (Fig. 4.20D) and a secondary low peak present
1400 m down ice. Medium chromite is distributed at least 2000 m down ice of the Tuktu
kimberlites. Fine chromite is distributed in a ribbon shape (Fig. 4.20E), similar to the
medium size fraction (Fig. 4.20C), but peak abundance (Fig. 4.20F; <30) is less than that
for the medium fraction (Fig. 4.20D; >30). Fine chromite is distributed at least 2000 m
down ice from the kimberlites.
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Figure 4.19A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.19B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.19C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.19D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.19E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-diopside in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.19F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm Cr-diopside dispersal in till for
the Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.20A. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 1.0 – 2.0 mm chromite in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.20B. Interpolated profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.20C. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.5 – 1.0 mm chromite in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.20D. Interpolated profile of 0.5 – 1.0 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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Figure 4.20E. Interpolated dispersal pattern of 0.25 – 0.5 mm chromite in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train. Red line represents train axis used for profile.

Figure 4.20F. Interpolated profile of 0.25 – 0.5 mm chromite dispersal in till for the
Tuktu kimberlites. Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
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4.16 Discussion
Mineral concentration in till in a particular size fraction at a given location is due to
comminution and dilution processes (Larson & Mooers 2004) thus, KIM concentration in
till samples represents the result of these processes, and IDW interpolates KIM
concentration between samples. Interpolated KIM distribution patterns for the three
kimberlites in the study vary; the Beluga 3 kimberlite dispersal train is ribbon shaped,
unlike the Umingmak train which is “L” shaped. The train from the Tuktu kimberlites is
ribbon shaped, but is considerably shorter than the Beluga 3 and Umingmak trains.

Figure 4.21 illustrates the location down ice of the three kimberlites where interpolated
values of three size fractions peak for six KIM species. Interpolated KIM dispersal from
the Umingmak kimberlite indicates three species in two size fractions (medium orange
garnet, medium chromite, and coarse/medium Cr-diopside) peak at the kimberlite (0 on x
axis), with most other KIM peaks occurring 500 m down ice, with the exception of fine
orange garnet and fine Mg-olivine which peak 700 m down ice, and fine chromite which
peaks 1350 m down ice. Interpolated peak values for most KIM in the Tuku kimberlites
dispersal train occurs ~400 m down ice, with the exception of medium and fine Mgilmenite which peak 640 m down ice, medium Mg-olivine at 680 m down ice, and fine
Mg-olivine at 900 m down ice. Peak interpolated values for most KIM in the Beluga 3
kimberlite dispersal train occur 1570 – 1690 m down ice of the kimberlite, except for fine
Cr-pyrope, coarse and fine orange garnet, which peak 1050 – 1060 m down ice. The peak
of fine Cr-pyrope grains 1050 m down ice from the Beluga 3 kimberlite is unusual
because it is expected that initially, larger grains are broken down to finer ones.
However, coarse Cr-pyrope peaks occur farther down ice than the fine peak. The fine
peak could have resulted from rapid comminution of coarser grains between the
kimberlite and 1050 m down ice (where the first sample on the train axis was collected),
thus medium and coarse Cr-pyrope values may be higher where no samples were
collected than the highest peaks illustrated in figures 4.3B and 4.3D. Alternatively, peak
values of fine Cr-pyrope may represent a population of fine grains in the kimberlite
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source, with comminution of coarser fractions occurring beyond 1700 m down ice from
the source, as represented in the peak of fine Cr-pyrope grains, 2500 m down ice (Fig
4.3F). A till sample 620 m down ice of the Beluga 3 kimberlite and 120 m northwest of
the train axis contains only four fine Cr-pyrope grains, suggesting the latter scenario. A
similar explanation may apply to the peak of orange garnets in the Beluga 3 dispersal
train (Fig. 4.4F).

Interpolated peak abundance for some KIM species size fractions is low or absent in
some dispersal trains, possibly due to low source abundance or presence in size fractions
other than those used in this study. Alternatively, KIM may be present at locations down
ice of kimberlites where till samples were not collected.

Coarse orange garnet, chromite, Mg-olivine and Mg-ilmenite grains are absent in the
Tuktu dispersal train; coarse orange garnet and chromite grains are absent in the
Umingmak train; and the Beluga 3 train is void of coarse Mg-olivine. The Umingmak
KIM dispersal train is relatively low in orange garnet (<5 fine grains per 100 g TC)
compared to other KIM species and likely reflects low abundance in the kimberlite.
Similarly, Mg-ilmenite and Mg-olivine abundance is low (<2 and <5 grains respectively
per 100 g TC) in the Tuktu dispersal train, and their presence in the train may coincide
with dispersal of Mg-ilmenite and Mg-olivine from a northwest oriented kimberlite dyke,
possibly located down ice from the kimberlites (Fig. 4.17E).
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Figure 4.21. Locations of interpolated peak values down ice from kimberlite sources
for three size fractions of six KIM species. C – coarse, M – medium, F – fine.
Kimberlite is at location 0 on x axis.
Dispersal train lengths vary considerably between each kimberlite as do train lengths of
KIM species within the trains. Tuktu kimberlite train lengths vary from 300 – 1900 m,
and Umingmak train lengths range from 300 – 2800 m. The Beluga 3 train however, is
much longer than those of Tuktu and Umingmak, ranging 1000 – 3600 m.

The lack of coarse orange garnet, chromite, Mg-olivine and Mg-ilmenite in the Tuktu
train is likely due to either low abundance of these species, or to finer (<1 mm) grains
within the kimberlites. Overall, KIM dispersal for the four Tuktu kimberlites is relatively
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low compared to that from other kimberlites in the area, with chromite, Cr-pyrope and
Cr-diopside values no greater than 40 grains per 100 g TC.

Dispersal of KIM from the Tuktu kimberlites may have been shortened considerably by
topography. Figure 4.22 is a topographic profile along the Tuktu train which shows a
large outcrop 40 m high immediately up ice of the kimberlites. Tuktu kimberlites are
located 15 – 24 m below the surface (Ozyer et al. 2008). The stoss side of the outcrop is
steep (near 1000 m on the x axis) where the base of the ice sheet may have pressed
against it and flowed around the outcrop until the ice became thicker, at which point
englacial ice may have sheared over stagnant basal ice on the lee side of the outcrop
where the kimberlites are located, similar to the model proposed by Hicock (1987). Such
a model could explain the relatively short Tuktu train, and possibly the low KIM
abundance at the surface.

Most glacial dispersal models in the literature do not relate well to our approach in this
paper, and so they are not compared. However, Miller (1984; Fig. 9) considers factors
commonly ignored in surface only models. Miller (1984) collected samples at several
depths below, and up ice of, a surface anomaly (dispersal train), tracing it to to its
bedrock source. In doing so he discovered diaperic anomalies (common in areas of thin
till), ribbon type anomalies, and that bedrock highs may be responsible for deflecting
ribbon trains toward the ground surface. Miller suggested that, without a bedrock high,
the last surface expression would likely have occurred 100 to 200 m farther down ice.
Thus subsurface sampling in Miller’s study revealed that mineralized anomalies occur at
depth between the mineralized subcrop and the surface expression of the train. Miller
found that sample profiling is important to establish the 3-D geometry in tracing an
anomaly to its source. He also pointed out that it is more reliable to examine patterns
instead of individual anomalous values. Miller’s (1984) findings may explain the
abundance of KIM immediate above the Umingmak kimberlite, as well as its short
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dispersal train (either diapiric or due to bedrock deflection). Similarly, the short Tuktu
train could have resulted from bedrock deflection upward. However, in this case KIM
deflected to the surface would have been dispersed farther down ice from where it
emerges at the surface.

Figure 4.22. Topography of the Tuktu kimberlites dispersal train axis. Kimberlites
are 15 – 24m below surface. Note train axis in previous Tuktu train figures starts at
2000 m on the x axis in this figure. Data source - DEM of study area.
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4.17 Conclusions
Data from mineral exploration assessment reports were used to identify KIM dispersal
trains from three kimberlites in the Pelly Bay area, Nunavut. In this study, six KIM
species in three size fractions recovered from till samples collected at the ground surface
were interpolated using the IDW method of Ozyer & Hicock (2011) to identify dispersal
train patterns unique to each KIM species and size fraction. Interpolated distribution
patterns and KIM abundance images help to understand how dispersal of individual
species from known kimberlite sources is distributed down ice. This study reveals three
distinctly different dispersal train patterns: the relatively short Tuktu train, the “L” shaped
Umingmak train, and the long ribbon shaped Beluga 3 train. Results of this study
illustrate peak abundance of most KIM for two kimberlites (Tuktu and Umingmak)
occurs 400 – 500 m down ice from source at the surface, but peak abundance for most
KIM in the Beluga 3 train occurs 1570 – 1690 m down ice, a far greater distance than for
Tuktu and Umingmak. Interpolation also helps to identify anomalous areas where
previously unidentified trains may occur.

Results of this study suggest KIM grains may have reached their terminal grades
(Dreimanis & Vagners 1971) in relatively short distances. Garnets in this study are
reduced to the 0.25 – 0.5 mm size fraction by 7500 m down ice of the Beluga 3
kimberlite, if not less, as the low abundance of fine garnets toward the end of the train
may be from a different source. Thus, most garnets in the Beluga 3 train may have
reached their true terminal mode (0.031 – 0.062 mm; Dreimanis & Vagners 1971) by
7500 m or a short distance beyond. Similarly, garnet (in the 0.25 – 0.5 mm size fraction)
in the Umingmak and Tuktu dispersal trains is not present beyond 3300 m and 2500 m
down ice respectively, suggesting a transition toward the garnet terminal mode. A study
of <0.25 mm size fraction of garnet (and other KIM) in the three dispersal trains may
help determine the distance down ice from the three kimberlites that the terminal mode
for garnet (and other KIM) occurs.
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Interpolated images of KIM dispersal presented in this study represent concentrations at
the surface, where the trains have gradually risen at low inclination down ice from their
source (DiLabio 1990; Klassen 2001). However, highest concentrations usually occur at
the base of till over their source (Klassen 2001). In this study, KIM were recovered from
till collected at the surface, mostly from frost boils. Frost boils are typically selected
because they transport relatively homogeneous (McMartin & McClenaghan 2001)
unoxidized subsurface sediments to the surface (Shilts 1977; McMartin et al. 2002)
through cryoturbation. Thus, KIM collected from frost boils represent material
transported from depth (where they were deposited) to the surface.

Miller (1984) pointed out the importance of sample profiling (i.e. sampling at depth) to
establish 3-D geometry to trace an anomaly to its source. In this study, the method used
to identify KIM dispersal trains at the surface could also be used to construct a 3-D
subsurface map of an anomaly to its bedrock source, with data from sample profiling. In
fact, the KIM interpolation method of this study could be integrated (stacked) with
(interpolated) KIM subsurface data (i.e. till samples collected from different till layers) to
produce 3D models of dispersal trains (plumes) from their bedrock sources. Figure 4.23
is a conceptual 3D model illustrating how stacked interpolated layers could be used to
better understand the complexities of KIM dispersal plumes. Such models could help to
verify and enhance results of existing 2D models, and aid in development of new models.
Two dimensional models do not incorporate important factors influencing KIM dispersal,
such as: bedrock topography; shifting, diverging and converging ice flow; KIM
abundance; and their distribution within the source rock. A 3D model as proposed here,
could help us better understand KIM dispersal in glaciated terrain, and help explain how
shifting ice or upshearing have affected KIM dispersal from source. Multidimensional
modeling of existing data could prove a valuable tool to help diamond exploration
become more efficient and cost effective in remote glaciated terrain.
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Dispersal plume

Ice flow direction

Kimberlite source

Figure 4.23. Conceptual 3D dispersal model (plume) of stacked interpolated data.
Top layer represents interpolated dispersal of Beluga 3 fine Cr-pyrope in till at the
ground surface; lower till layers (at depth) are conceptual. Kimberlite source is at
the bottom left edge of the dispersal plume and ice movement would have been from
left to right. Horizontal lines (except top) represent subsurface interpolated data
layer.
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Appendix A

Surficial Geology map of NTS 56-O Arrowsmith River South

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES
BACKGROUND
Quaternary research in or near the Committee Bay Project study area has proposed numerous theories regarding the
glacial history of the Keewatin region, these include (but are not limited to): ice-divide locations, ice-movement
chronologies, and general glacial records of ice advance and retreat based on surficial materials distribution (e.g.,
Dyke and Prest, 1987; Dyke and Dredge, 1989; Little 2001; Ozyer and Hicock, 2002; for a more detailed summary see
McMartin et al., 2002 & 2003).

GLACIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY AND GEOLOGY
There are four distinct geomorphic areas within the Arrowsmith River map area (NTS 56-O). The northeast sector is
dominated by till veneers, bedrock outcrops and glaciofluvial channels, whereas the southeast sector is host to kame
and kettle topography, raised shorelines, glaciolacustrine plains, and eskers. The northward-flowing Kellett River is
the dominant drainage system in these two sectors. The southwest sector contains a significant number of large
meltwater channels and till veneers, whereas, the northwest is dominated by eskers, thermokarst lakes, and kilometerwide, sand filled valleys enclosed within glaciolacustrine plains. The northward-flowing Arrowsmith River is the
dominant drainage system in central and western NTS 56-O. Numerous moraines (segments of the Chantrey Moraine
system) are distributed in a general eastwest configuration within 56-O/1 to 4.
The Committee Bay belt, mainly comprising supracrustal rocks of the Prince Albert group (PAg), underlies the
Arrowsmith River map area, and comprises three, northeast-trending lithologic domains (Skulski et al., 2002). The
northern subdomain contains high-grade paragneiss, diatexite and metasedimentary rocks that are intruded by
garnet-sillimanite-biotite as well as muscovite-biotite granite plutons, and slightly younger biotite-magnetite
granodiorite to tonalite plutons. The central subdomain contains supracrustal rocks of the PAg along with cogenetic
plutonic units. The PAg is comprised of basalt, komatiite, semipelite, psammite, iron-formation, quartzite, and rhyolite
tuffs, all of which are intruded by plutonic units ranging from gabbro to monzogranite. The southeastern subdomain
contains the Walker Lake intrusive complex: a 300km long biotite-hornblende-magnetite granodiorite-monzogranite
which is commonly K-feldspar megacrystic.

Ice Movement Events Within the Arrowsmith River Study Area
McMartin et al., (2003) provide a regional overview of the systematic mapping of ice-movement indicators within the
Committee Bay area (NTS 56 J, K, O, and P). Four main phases of ice-movement have been identified within the
Arrowsmith River map area. Ice-movement indicators north of the Chantrey Moraine suggest the oldest-known phase
of ice movement was to the NW, followed by N (Last Glacial Maximum), then NE (early deglaciation), and finally NNE
(late deglaciation), suggesting ice-movement direction varied by as much as 90º over time. South of the moraine, late
stage movement was to the NNW. Shifts in an ice-divide (located to the south of the study area) are likely responsible
for the large variations in ice-movement directions.
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